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Arbor Day
Proclamation

SATURDAY,

MARCH 21.

The Modern Girl

1914,

No. 9

Church Choir

and criticize her,
The Church Choir is being re
response to a universal call JW We scold, apostrophize her, organized and it is proposed to
3jN
On
"Down
Town"
district.
the
JJ for the conservation of our We wish that she were wiser, try out a few male voices and
of the Pacheco children discover- natural resources; in harmony
find enough to fill out a Double
More capable and kind.
ed a fire burning in a pile of re with the movement to have agriThe
new
Choir
Her path we' re always stalking quartett.
fuse in the Floersheim correl and
made its
attempt

evening startled the denizens of

reported it. P. P. Branch in
gave the alarm. A croud of
men soon gathered including' the
clerks from th&" Goodman store
with their Chemical Tanks and
others with buckets carrying water from the cistern and soon extinguished the embers. The fire
started from sparks flying from
the chimney of Steve Morris' re,
sidence adjoining the correl,
Had it not been for the timely Jis:
covery and the flames had communicated to the sheds stables
and big store building, nothing
would have been left on the west
side of the street but smouldering ruins as the high wind pre-vailing at the time would have
driven the flames to the last building in their path,
ves-an- d

-

1

culture taught in every school in
the State; and with the desire of
arousing in the youth of the land
an intelligent appreciation of the
dependence of all upon nature,
it is important that our state have
the opportunity of fittingly observing Arbor Day.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, William C. McDonald, Governor of
the State of New Mexico by virtue
of the authority of law and in
accord with the spirit of the times
do hereby designate and proclaim

Friday, March
as Arbor Day.

Twenty-Sevent-

h

To be formally recognized in
all the schools of the State, and I
urge that on this day, teachers,
pupil and patrons unite in such
appropriate tasks and exercises
as will leave a permanent desire
in the mind of each one to become an active agent in the con
servation of all useful things, so
that the spirit of the day may
create a healthy influence in the
lives of our boys and girls, leading them to devote not one or
two special days in th,e year to
the study of trees, birds, flowers
school gardens, good roads and
nature study; but parts of every
day, to the. conserving and enriching of plant and animal

Traffic facilities were over
worked Tuesday and it was nec
essary to persuade Les Alldredge
to take his auto and deliver Profs,
Hookland and Mundell to the
Mills schoolhouse for the lectures
scheduled there. It was a glori
nus ride we know as we accom
panied them and were back in
our chair in the office in just an
hour. The Mills people were
there ready for the lectures and
crowd, greeted the life.
a good
lectures. We especially appreGiven under my hand and ,the
ciate the little ovation tendered Great Seal of the State of New
the editor of the
Mexico, at the capitol in the City
of Santa Fe, this 13th day of
Lecturers Here
March, A. D, 1914.
S--

The State College "Short
Course" as advertised, opened
Monday in Roy, the new church
being opened for the purpose.
The attendance the first day was
not large, owing to the fact that
the farmers are all so busy with
preparations for spring work that
they dislike to spare the time.
Many came, however and heard
the several lectures.

seal
William C. McDonald
(Governor)
Antonio Lucero

(Secretary of State)

And now it is Union County
that is getting in to it. The last
week's issue of the Clayton
Citizen devotes its entire first
page to airing trouble. It is interesting reading and We would
TuesThe St. Patrick's Dance
like to copy some of it for our
sucbrilliant
day evening was a
Union County readers as well as
Club
Drncing
Róy
cess- The
others, but we will refrain.
line
in
the
climax
their
made this
of social activity. "Fussy" invitaG. W. Rudisill writes us from
tions, attractive programs, green
were
Neelyville, Missouri asking that
carnations and shamrocks
be sent him there in futhe
extras. The
Orchestra was engaged for the ture and enclosing money enough
occasion and everything mitigat to. set his date in advance to 1015
ed to the swellest as well as the He will locate there for the sum
mer.
jolliest event of the season.
Hanson-Floershei-

m

S--

3t!tE knock

Sunday
first
To criticize her talking,
evening.
It is planned that it
Her clothes her ways of walking
shall
in the" regular ser- assist
Her manners and her mind.
,

We say,- - "Oh,

highty-tight- y

!

She's frivolous and flighty,
And all her ways are mighty

evices of the Christian church
and of Rev. Russel, thus mak-

ing two regular services each
month. Mrs. Floersheim at the
Undignified to see.
organ and Mr. Hanson with the
She dances and she chatters, violin with a brospect of one of
Our golden rule she shatters,
latter's pupils assuming the vio
And laughs at serious matters lin and Mr.Hanson adding the
With unabated glee!"
cornet should give us musical
We chide and we correct her, features that "will make church
We shadow and detect her,
services one of the most popular
We study and dissect her
attractions of Roy.
With all her smiles and tears.
Miss Phoebe Russel, eldest
And find, on looking o'er her
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. J. S.
(And learning to adore her)
She's just like girls before her Russel, is taking an apprentice
course in the art of Newspaper
For twenty thousand years!
making in this office. She is ambitious to he doing something
William Schoenerstedt and three since her school is out. As we
children left for near Waco Texas shall need a
r
e're long
Saturday, accompanying the re to take our place in our absence
mains of the wife and mother to it is a mutual advantage to have
her old home for interment. He her trained to the trade of makwill probably remain in that coun- ing a newspaper.
try for a time at least until he can
arrange for the care of the chil
R, W. Boulware and son, Elmer
dren. This is one of the unfortun are camping in town and hauling;
ate affairs of life that cannot be in logs to the sawmill. They
prevented so must be met with managed it during the .short
fortitude.
course to get in with a load in
time to hear some of the lectures
Ogden
of the Roy Span- They had bad luck Monday and
Editor
ish American has been sued for failed to get in at noon and mislibel,
As has been noticed in sing their dinner.
this state for a generation past,
a newspaper begins to amount to Candidate's Announcement
something when its editor is
I wish to announce that I will
jumped on in that manner.
be
a candidate for the office of
The Springer Stockman
School Director of Roy District
No. 33 at the coming School Elecr
tuary
tion, subject to the will of the
Last week in the rush of get- voters of said District.
H. Goodman-- I
ting the paper out we allowed a
mistake to get byi In recording
will be a candidate
for re
the death of the infant cf Mr. and
Mrs, B, A. Beller, we got the election to the office of School
name "Becker." The child was Director of District No. 33. at the
born three weeks previously and Election of April 6th, 1014, sub
remained just long enough to ject to the will of the qualified
gain a hold on the hearts of the electors of said District.
Di. M. D. Gibbs.
parents and friends when it was
1
taken from them. Its death re
Wallace Chadderdon called Sat
sulted from measles which have urday to order the
sent to
Bel-lers
been prevalent of late. The
him at Acra, New York, where
are prominent young home- he is called for a time on account
steaders in Union County. The of the serious illness of his moth
sympathy of many new friends er whom lie has not seen for years
found during their brief stay in He i3 a New Mexico Enthusiast
Roy goes with them to their and says hé will be back as soon
home to soften their grief and as possible. He has made proof
disappointment.
on his claim this winter.
sub-edito-

S--
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THE

SERIAL
STORY

Isolated

SPANISH-AMERICA-

reigning family. I am telling you this,
as I know you always liked the jovial
young Prince Otto, who died without
'
"
r
issue.
"European monarchs were much surprised at the American defense, but
they had to accept What I had to offer
them. Now, in their, disaster they are
bonded together.
"I will be glad to hear further from
you. You know that I have always
taken keen interest in your movements.
"With the best wishes. Count von
Werdensteln."
; v
Rositta glanced once more through
the letter, interpreting it.
"He has received my message. They
want to restore the old order. They
are anxious to get the secret of the
aerodromone, for which they offer me
the Princedom Schomburg Lithow. All
European monarchs are in the pact"
She answered the count's letter, then
left it and her reply open on her desk,
to be read by anyone who might wish.
She dressed and went to Astra's
Together they entered the
boudoir.
dining-rooin time to see Napoleon
and Ambrosio Hale enter from the
other door.
Napoleon's eyes rested with appreciation on the picture the two prefent-ed- .
'

Continent
ti

A Romance of the
Future
By

Guido von Horvath
and Dean Hoard

m

Copyright,

U

1918,

by W

a. Chapman

In

States and Great Britain.

it

United

SYNOPSIS.

c

For fifty years the continent of North
Mr. Hale greeted them effusively,
America had been Isolated from the rest
a won- then turned to the countess, whose
of the world by the use of
derful Invention of Hannibal Prudent. charms were, in many respects, even
The invention had saved the country
from foreign invasion, and the continent more fascinating than the President's.
had been united under one government
A ride on horseback was scheduled
with Prudent as president. For half a
century peace and prosperity reigned In for the afternoon; that old, invigoratthis part of the world. The story opens ing sport still held its charm, as all
with President Prudent critically ill. His
death is hastened by the receipt of a were accomplished horsemen.
message from Count von Werdensteln pi
The days were still short, and they
Germany that he has at last succeeded in
penetrating the rays. Dying, he warns had to hurry homeward, as they
his daughter Astra that this means a for- wished to reach the capital before suneign Invasion. He tells her to hurry to
the Island of Ciryne, but dies before he set. Napoleon, who knew the country
can tell the location of the place. Astra best, led them through a short cut, a
Is nominated for the presidency by tne
continental party. Napoleon Edison callsil meadow nestling between two deep
on Astra, informs her that he was a
forests, and thus to a shorter road.
of her father's, and promises to neip
By the time they reached the flr3t
newa
of
made
ring
gives
He
her.
her a
ly discovered substance which, he says, suburb it had begun to grow dark.
will solve the problem of flying. ChevalThey had to cross the town to reach
ier di Leon appears in Europe. He calis
on von Werdensteln and offers him tne the Crystal Palace. As they passed
secret of making gold in return for abso- under the first street lamp two men
lute disarmament and peace. The chevalwho were standing on the corner, near
ier is suspected of being an American.
He is seized at night and carried off In an autofnobile, peered closely at them.
as
inaugurated
an areoplane. Astra Is
president. She receives a message from One of the men grasped the other by
Kdison, whose long silence has worried the arm and said: "Come."
They
two
her. that he has been a prisoner for and
forHelgoland
jumped
car
into
the
and
shot
it
of
on
island
the
months
has Just escaped. He announces that tne ward, turning the nearest oorner, and
confederated fleet of Europe has onsailed
her raced toward the north, to the heart
for America. He promises to cáll
a of the city. At the new congressional
the following night. Countess Roslny,
securspy, becomes a prisoner in hope of
ing Napoleon's secret. She falls in love building they stopped and beckoned to
an a man 'who seemed to await them.
with him. She agrees to join him Infireattempt to escape. By the use of ma"I tell you, Mozrak, they will pass
works he summons a curious flyingeagle.
chine which resembles a monster
corner," said one of the men imthis
to
He escapes and sends his message
'
patiently.
promised.
as
on
Astra
calls
Astra. Edison
have
to
I
would
prefer
He tells her his plans for defense
"But
stand farther
been completed, but that he will give full- down, where there is a greater crowd,"
er details at his workshop on the Island
of Ciryne in the Pacific. They make the said the man who had
trip in three hóurs. His plans are based
"What do you want with the crowd ?"
on the peculiarity of the new substance,
cirynith, which is lighter than any known
"To help me escape," was the laconmetal and is practically indestructible. ic answer of 'Jhe man called Mozrak.
the
passing
In
The Europeans succeed
"Just as you please," assented the
line oí isolation, but find that the Americans have established a second one. Edi- man in. the car. "Select your own
son delivers a note to von Werdensteln
In his flagship demanding that the fleet place."
be withdrawn. Edison is attacked, but
The automobile with the three men
by the use of some mysterious power he
destroys two warships and several aero- went farther, where the streets and
planes. Realizing his helplessness Wer- elevated sidewalks were crowded with
densteln withdraws his fleet and consents
people. Mozrak looked around and
to universal disarmament. Edison's mother Is 111 on the island of Ciryne. Countess back, as if he expected to see some
Roslny offers to go and comfort her, hoping to discover Edison's secrets. She be- one he knew.
l,
gins to weave a net around Santos
"Here!" The man at the wheel
Edison's assistant.
obeyed. "Wait for me at the next corner, with everything in readiness, and
CHAPTER XIII. Continued.
There were reports from her agents, when I jump into the car you are to
check from her banker, a sad Bonnet let her out." Mozrak left the automofrom a former captain of the Royal bile and threaded his way through the
Guard, one of her most steadfast ad- crowd. The big car turned the corner
mirers, but none were of great Impor- indicated and stopped. Mozrak walked
tance. She glanced through them and far enough to get its bearings, then
then opened the one that most inter- returned to the center of the block.
His hand strayed toward hie hip
ested her:
pocket, rested there for a second and
pleased
"My Dear Countess: I was
with the news that I received through then he stood watching the, passing
Edison that you are safe and well. The throng.
In the meantime the four on-- horsepolitical situation has received a
shaking up, but the people back neared the building in a slow
are happy and preparations are under trot; 'as they reached the busier streets
way to restore the same good order their horses fell into a walk.
Napoleon rode on Astra's left and
that we enjoyed in former days; but they
were closely followed by Rositta
no more militarism.
They passed the building
Hale.
and
peoples
will
European
"I think the
soon be as rich 'as our American and were nearing the place where Mozbrothers. We expect them to teach rak leaned against a lamp post, smokus the latest methods of finance, etc. ing contentedly. He saw the coming
,We will gladly welcome every oppor- quartet, and took a deep breath. When
they had reached the center of the
tunity to learn from them.
"A bit of news: The Princedom of block, near where he stood, his right
bis hip pocket Just
Somburg Llthow Is in great sorrow. hand went into
on
as
four
the
reached htm
horseback
it has lost the last member of its
pu-p-

been-waiting-

.

he jumped toward Astra with leveled
arm, and the glint of an automatio pistol was seen.
The pistol was pointed at Astra,
whose horse made a nervous Jump
when the man came forward. Before
the man could pull the trigger Napoleon's whip hissed through the air,
hitting him squarely in the face. The
pistol exploded; the bullet grazed Napoleon's right shoulder, and before the
fellow could make another attempt to
shoot he was seized by two onlookers
and his pistol was knocked from his
'
grasp.
Astra fainted, but many kind and
willing arms were there to prevent her
falling from her horse.
Rositta, who just a few minutes before was so full of joy, looked at the
scene shudderingly.
Napoleon, like a god of revenge,
stood over the man. She could see
blood oozing from his right coat
sleeve, but that blood was not the
n
face.
cause of her pale,
It was the face of the assassin that
had startled her. She knew that face.
The police restored order, but before
asNapoleon let the shaking would-b- e
sassin go he spoke to him in a stern,
low voice:
"Who are you?"
"Nikolay Mozrak."
"A Russian?"
The pale man simply bowed.
"Who sent you to commit this most
miserable deed?" And he shook the
man as a storm shakes a withered leaf.
"It was my fate; I had to do it," the
man answered calmly.
"Miserable cur!" said Napoleon, and
tossed the man into the arms of the
waiting guard, then turned toward As,

terror-stricke-

tra.

.

Her eyes met those of Napoleon, apprehensively.
"You are hurt!" she whispered,
"It must' be a mere scratch, as I
have not felt it."
The return to the palace was a
silent one. Napoleon submitted to the
doctor's treatment, but his wound was
slight, and when it was properly
dressed he returned to the drawing-room- ,
where Hale was doing his best
to drive away the oppression caused
by the accident.
Astra had regained her composure;
her only fear was that Napoleon's
wound might be dangerous, but when
she knew Its insignificance she felt
better,
Not m. the Cpuntess Roslny. The
color had left her cheeks, and she
sat gazing into space. A face danced
before her eyes, the face of the anarchist They tried in vain to reassure
her, but it was impossible.
It took all her will power to force
a smile to her pale lips when Napo- ,

Du-pre-

"Nikolay Mozrak," she repeated

bIow-- J

iy.
s
"A Russian," added Napoleon.
Then Mr. Hale turned the conversar1

!

tlon into other channels. t
Napoleon could not but notice that
after he had told the name of the as
sassin, the countess had .partly regained her composure.
At eleven o'clock Rositta was on the
roof of the Crystal Palace, waiting for
the Hawk. Astra and Napoleon had
come up to see her off. Napoleon
helped her into the machine, where a
tall stranger stood at the wheel. The
bird rose and took its direction and
sailed off toward the west'
Rositta went to the aerial chauffeur
and spoke, but he signaled back that
he could not hear or talk.
She returned to the comfortable
bench and tried to think: "Does Napo
leon suspect something? No, it can
not be, or he must be a wizard."
CHAPTER XIV.

The New Cirynith Deposit.
The fact that Rositta found a
stranger in the aerodromone, instead
of Santos Duprel, was not the result
of any suspicion on Napoleon's part
Santos had received a more important
order.
The substance "cirynith," that wonderful, glittering element that combined all the qualities of glass and rubber, that was a thousand times
stronger than steel, lighter than alu
minum and absolutely indestructible,
was very scarce. The volcanic island
of Ciryne, where Napoleon had discov
ered the precious metal, was rapidly
becoming depleted of the material with
which to build aerodromones, and as
Napoleon's plans 'for the future were
based on cirynith, he must look for
other sources of supply. He felt convinced that this metal must be in
other places, and whenever he had
time he flew over countries where he
suspected its existence.
A wonderful instrument, similar to
a spectroscope, was of great assistance to him in his searches. He had
found some trace of cirynith in the
volcanic regions in Italy, but not sufficient for his purposes, so he went
farther.
,
Immediately upon Santos' return
from Ciryne with Rositta he had been
dispatched upon this search, and Napoleon himself started out the, next
morning. His wound was so slight
that it did not interfere with his movements, and he started early, flying
toward Italy. He went slowly along
pethe western coast of that boot-lik- e
withdiligently,
but
searching
ninsula,
out results.
Santos was looking through the
Alps. The poor fellow labored under
great difficulties. His mind was not
clear enough to work on the delieate
radioscope. Rositta had robbed him
of his peace and he dreamed more
than he watched the changing colors
of the little instrument.
The radioscope suddenly began to
show interesting colors and recalled
him from his dreams. The tiny plate
that was framed in platinum glowed
greenly; it was like a pale emerald,
and growing more Intense at every
stroke of the great bird's wings.
Santos, looked around. He saw a
splendid picture.
.
Before him was a mighty plain in
the center of which stood a tremendous pyramid with the top as flat and
level as though it had been sliced off
with a knife.
The radioscope showed plainly that
this pyramidlike hill was rich in' the t
precious cirynith. Santos was so excited that he forgot- - even Rositta for
a while. The plateau and the whole
pyramid was barren of human beings,
so he descended.
It had been thousands of years since
the volcano had been active, and the
lava composition was full of the crystals that produce cirynith. Santos
gathered some in a small box and then
began to figure out his geographical
situation. He found that he was near
County Suemeg. "1
the town
am in Hungary," he muttered. "And
this is a richer deposit of cirynith than
the master ever expected to find."
.

Napoleon, Like a God of Revenge,
Stood Over the Man.

leon returned and still more to utter
the words: "I am glad you were not
badly hurt."
During a lull In the conversation she
asked: "What' is the name of that
man?"
"He said it was Nikolay Mozrak,'
answered Napoleon.

Kis-cel- l,

-

(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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REPORTERS
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has infested

PAY
Hov

YOUR

Elby Bowman is absent from school this week.

(

Prof. J. Russel and Wm. Shoenersted of
Mills were callers on the school Monday. Prof.
Russel reports Mills' schools 'getting along
nicely!
Eugenia Alldredge and Nina King who have
been suffering with an attack of, the measles,
are again in school.
Mary Rychlewski was enrolled in the First

Primary Monday.

books

that

a bee does of a flqwer; he gathers sweets from
it, but does not injure it.

,

Alberto (to Barber) part my hair in the

sir?"
(Barber) "Yes sir! Shall I split the odd one

middle

sir?
.

'

!

.

.

The Graduation Class will' giva their Class
play "The Deacon" on Wednesday venino1
Ap il 28th.

',,.,'

Would that I could correct
Errors of tongue and pen;
But to do the English justice
I must be born again.
The First and Secon ' Primary rooms nre having a number of swings and other apparatuses
built on their portion of the play grounds, with
their portion of the proceeds of the box supper.
,

11-1- 2,

TEACHERS WANTED

FOR MANILLA

An examination, is announced fur March
1914, in all of the principal cities of the

United States for securing a list of eligibles to
fill positions in the Philippine teaching service.
Salaries for male teachers and superintendents
run from $1,200 to $3,000 per annum, and
expenses to the Islands paid by the Government.
Women are especially wanted for teaching
Domestic Science and Home Economy. All
who are interested can address the Bureau of
Insular Affairs, Washington,
D. C, for
information.

If so

Josephine Pacheco was on the sick list this
,
week.

the schools-

Paulina Flint is back in school after several
days absence, due to the sickness of her moth-From what we hear Pauline is a good housekeeper but she says she prefers going to school.

e.

Elmer and Lloyd Scott are both sick. They
had never been absent nor tardy during this terra
and we think only a severe case of measles
could keep them out of school.
Kenneth Hall and Raymond Pendleton have

been absent a few days this week.

Another good record broken when Glenn
Anderson who had never been absent during this
term did not appear in his usual place Monday
and after investigating we learned the cause
another cas of measles.

The following new3 item was clipped from the
Tuesdaj s Las Vegas Optic and will he of mutch
interest to the people of this mesa.,

.

mfie the same use of

in your children?

Georgia Hutchison is sick again this week.

future.

Roy Hall was absent fioai, school the fore
part of the week.

We should

Are you interested
visit the school.

unable to learn
Tha Hon. Manual Madrid Co.. Supt. of Schools
of Mora Co spent the fore part of the week
visiting the riiffernt rooms of the Roy Schools.
This was Mr. Madrid's first visit to the Roy
Schools since his election more than two years
ago. Mr Madrid seemed highly pleased with
the work being done in the different rooms of
the school. We were 'lad to hav him present
and truss that he will viiit us again in the near

did you enjoy the box supper?

The Pleasant View Division of the Roy School
will close next Friday.

..:

Piease see that your children are not tardy.

, kennedy, John Scott. Luala Pendleton Thelmer
Downing, Isabel
Esqubel, Elmer, and Loyd
Scott and others whose names we were

POLL TAX

The Department of Agriculture experts have
decided that it should be "catchup" and not
''ketchup," but what the public wants to know
is about this "torriahto"or "tomayto" pronunciation business.
Ethel Leatherman was on the sick list the
latter part of last week.

ROOM

.

SCHOOLS.

We wish that some one who is
ically inclined would donate a good set of lamps
tor the school building.

INTERMEDIATE
NOTES

Among the new cases of measles that'
have developed this wek are: Marguerete

.........

YOUR

fioy rumie ocriools.

The Attendance in the First Primary Room
has been reduced two thirds this week on
account of the epidemic of measles which

Supt. of Schools
Manuel Madrid
Members of School Board, District No. 33.
Dr. M. D. Gibbs
........Chairman
O. H. Kerns
, .
Clerk
R. W. Mitchell......
Director
Teachers City Schools
Wm. G. Johnson
Prjn.
Shirely B. Nutter
Intermediate
Grace V. Collins..........
Second Primary
D. Ella Romine. ......
............First Primary
Rural Schools
Phoebe Russel..
Pleasant View
Blanche Kitchell
Ojo Bonito
Harry Brockman
M ontoya Pocket
Co.

VISIT

nt;

A scientiest says gunpowder makes a great
fertililizer. It has fettilized the earth with a
great many human bones.
Yes. education is the sunlight' of progresse
The newspaper, the railroad, the wire and th.
wireless, and the "Little Red School House"

Published every weei by the manual
TRAINING

ff

Manual-TrMDepartme-

ecor

51

'

Box Supper A Snccess
The Box Supper and Program given by the
School on last Friday evening was a success
both socially and financially.
The extemporaneous program given by the
audience, and the Little Folk Songs and Plays
by the littkfolcsanibrot an enthusiastic'
encoie
The boxes, 31 in number, were auctioned off
immediately after the program and the bidding
was livel.v and sold well. The proceeds of the
supper were $26 00, and we M ave since recieved
$2.00 in donations, which makes a nice
little
fund for the school.

The following provisions were adopted to govern
the eighth grade examination. There shall be one :
examination on the first Friday and Saturday
in April of each year. A fee of 50 cents shallbe
charged each applicant to defray the expenses of
such examination, the applicant to furnish such
material as is needed for holding the examination.
The examination shall be held at such places as
may be designated by the county superintedents
and by such persons as county superintendents
may name, under such restrictions as may by
imposed by the department of eiucation. All
examination papers are to be read by the county
superintendent or a committee named by the
county superintendent,and the same shall be
graded in aecordanca with instructions of the

An Editor On Duty.
Most anybody can be an editor. All an editor
has to do is to sit at his desk six days in the
week, four weeks in a month, and twelve
months in the year, and "edit'suoh stuff as this:
"Mrs. Jones, of Lone Creek, let a can epen-e- r
slip, last week, and cut herself in tho

depatmentof education.

A duplicate transcript
grades sh?ll be made by the reader the ongin-na- l
to be filed int.he office of the County Superintendent, and duplicate copy sent to the office
of state superimendent. "Examination papers
after being read by persons designated to do such
work shall be filed with the county superinten
dent an I remain on file for a period of six months.
"An honor list giving names of pupils having
highest grades in eacheounty in the eighth grade
promotion examinations will be published by
the state superintendent of public instruction
on June 1, 1914.

of

-

pantry."
"A mischevious lad of Pungtown threw a

stone and struck a companion in

last Tuesday."

call is

clear;

last( week, looking for a leak, and fell, striking himself on the back porch."

; "While Harold Green was, escorting Miss
Violet Wise from a church social; last Saturday
night, a savage dog attacked them and
bit Mr.
Green on the public square."
"Isaih Tiimmer of Lebanon, was playing
with a cat, Friday, when if scratched him
on
the veranda."
"Mr. Whitewhile harnessing a broncho last
Saturday, was kicked just south of
the
corn-crib- ."

I will waste no moment whining, and my
heart shall know no fear.

Anybody can
easiest job and

xchange.

I wi'l look sometimes about me for the
things that merit praise;
1 wjll search for hidden beauties that elude
the grumbler's gaze,
I will try to find contentment in the path
that I must tread,
I will cease to have resentment when another
moves ahead.
I will not be swayed by envy when my
rival's strength is .shown,
I will not deny his merit, but I'll strive to
prove my own.
I will try to see the beauty spread defore
me, rain or shine
I will ceas3 to preach your duty and b
more concerned with mine.
S. E. Kiser.

the allev

"Joe Doe climbed on the roof of the house

,

1
WILL
I will start anew this morning with ahigher,
fairer creed.
I wiJl ceasé to stand complaining of my
ruthles neighbor's greed1
I will cease to sit repining while roy duty's

-

"edit" a newspaper. Its the

softest snap in the world -E'
,

WOULD SCORN IT.
A country school teacher was
cashinig her

monthly check, at a bank.The teller
apolod
for the filthy condition of the bills, saying
"t
hope you're not afraid of microbes '
Not a bit of it " the Schoolmarm 'replied

"

)

X

m sure no microbe could live
on a

salary."

Wra. Schoenerstedtof near Mills
will
at the school house in the near future lecture
on
subject "The Boxer Uprising and
The RehVf
of the Bested at Pekin in 1900.
Mr.
erstedt was with the American Army Shoen
during
the siege and will talk on the
subject from his

:

THE

FOR

A WHITE

FROCK

EXCELLENT DESIGN IS THE ONE
GIVEN HERE.

In White Broadcloth or Charmegse It
Would Make Up Splendidly
Touches.That Add Distinction

to the Garment

'

Undoubtedly white in the winter is

a luxury, but there are numerous occasions when it seems so "Just the
thing" that a frock in white cloth is
a source of unending joy to those who
can afford it, write Lillian E. Young
In the Washington Star. Whereas the

SPANISH-AMERICA-

embroidered cherries and feather
stitched scallops encircling the entiri
skirt width below the hips. The cherries are done in red worsted with
green stems and leaves, and the scallops are worked in black. The design
is a conventional one of two cherries
above each scallop, with stems crossed, and can be coarsely worked in a
Bhort time.
If gray is used, the same color
scheme applies; in fact, there is no
prettier combination than red with
gray, but in this case I would suggest
that the girdle be kept red instead of
black. Or, again, red may not be
becoming to some, in which case both
the embroidered design and the girdle
can be carried out in emerald green
and prove equally attractive.

dress Itself may not necessitate a vast MODES JUST NOW POPULAR
expenditure, it is positively essential
to own a
wrap to wear over Hints That May Help In the Selection
the same, and thus does the cost
of the Wardrobe for the, Com- -'
mount upward.
Ing Season.
The frock I have sketched today
seems so nicely appropriate for white
Softness is an essential for all macloth that I am sure it will prove it- terials, whether they be silk or wool,
self an acceptable design for any one considering the prevailing style in
who contemplates such an indul- dressmaking.
gence.
One of the latest notions is a dress
Duvetyn, peau de suede or broad- with a front train. The fashion leadcloth would be splendid for the pur- ers of the directoire period had them,
pose, or, in silken weaves, Argentine and hence they come to us.
These
front trains are necessarily held up.
They need much grace in the handling.
The object of the
dresses is to produce a large effect
at the hips, though the hips themselves must look small, often carried
out by a short apron made very full.
Many evening gowns are conspicuous
for the lack of sleeves, and very little stuff is needed for the bodice. Nearly all draperies are carried backward,
and often there is a buBtle effect,
which possibly next season may be accentuated. Some of the opera cloaks
are showing rolled fur collars dyed the
exact shade of the mantle, even if it
is green, blue or pink.
Hitherto fur. has been respected by
the dyer. Caracul and fox will take
any shade, and, in red, mauve, with
velvet of the same tone, is specially
beautiful.
,
The zouave jacket has come bacli
again, and seems likely to be a rival
to the blouse. It is long enough at
the back to be pushed over the belt
The front is loose, and opens over an
undervest. Many of them have turnover collars, edged with fur waistcoats.
.

full-lengt-

h

ultra-fashionab-

N.

GOVERNOR HARRISON'S

SILK HAT

Former Representative Francis Burton Harrison, the newly appointed
governor general of the Philippines, Is
already known in that part of the
world as "the man with the hat," and
has been made the object of a good
deal of fun. It seems that while on
his way to join his post he gave all
sorts of elaborate directions, by means
:
í J
I
of wireless, about his official recep.
u
tion on his arrival at Manila, and emphasized in several of these communications that he would wear for the
a cutaway coat, and "a high
occasion
1
4
(
hat,"
thus indicating that he exsilk
'
f
i fc '
I
pected American and native civilian
dignitaries to be similarly garbed.
Now high silk hats are virtually unknown in the Philippines, being
for the climate, the usual form
of headgear being a pith helmet; such
as is worn by white people in the
tropics. xln fact, the only use made of
ft
high silk hats in the Philippines is
to present them to petty sultans and
chieftains of the remote islands of the archipelago, in lieu of crowns.
The governor general arrived in due course, and landed in his high silk hat,
which created a great impression among his compatriots, as well as among
the Filipinos. But there were only four hats of this style of architecture
visible among the civilian officials and leading American citizens assembled to
greet him, and these were of so ancient a vintage that they had the effect of
giving a burlesque savor, rather than any solemnity to the occasion.
The American and native newspapers of the Philippine islands are getting
no end of amusement out of the new governor general's "topper."
un-sulte- d

rv

(?mmm

DR. JACOB RIESSER

In the overthrow of the conservative party in Germany at the last elections for the reichstag, two years ago,
some saw only a socialist victory.
Others who had been studying political and economic conditions in the empire for the few years preceding
greeted the result as an
1
triumph.
In addition to the great number of
seats won by the socialists, fifty-eigcandidates who were avowedly or
known to be agrarians in their sympathies were defeated, not because of
the increased popularity of socialist
1
doctrines, but by reason of the spread
of revolt against agrarian domination
of politics in the empire and the organized campaign against the big
landowners and what they stood for,
waged for a little more than two years
by the Hansa league.
The credit for the defeat of the
agrarians is largely due to Prof. Ja.Transfer Board.
cob Rlesser, the
German
In the following simple manner a expert on banking and finance. Dr. Riesser is the founder of the Hansa
transfer board may be made by which league, the organization which was formed four years ago to fight agrarianism.
embroidery designs may be trans- Otherwise he is privy councilor of Justice, honorary professor in the Univerferred in a more satisfactory manner sity of Berlin, and the author of many standard works on banking.
than b the old way of using carbon,
or tracing paper. Select a smooth
board, about sixteen inches square.
ADMIRAL WATT'S VIEW OF NAVY
Rub, with warm tallow until the grease
is well soaked into the wood, and
"Ships we are going to build in the
place in the oven to dry. When thor'
will ,have even deeper drafts
future
well
oughly dry take out and rub
thirty
than
feet, and the depth of
with Prussian blue powder. Repeat
prominent
in the United
harbors
with
process;
rubbing
first
whole
the
States
should
be
at
least thirty-fivthe tallow, dry, then with the powder
Rear
said
Watt, chief
Admiral
feet"
again. When the board is perfectly
of
the
bureau
of
naval
construction
dry the second time, polish it with. a
and repair in a statement to the
dry cloth, to remove all superfluous
house
naval affairs committee.
now
board
powder.
is
dye, or
The
Admiral
Watt was advocating a
ready for use. To transfer place maprovision
in
the naval appropriation
terial on the board, with pattern on
bill,
which
the
committee soon will
top of it Trace with a blunt instru' report to
hpuse,
to authorize ta
the
ment. The board will, not blur or soil
navy of private
by
contract
for
use
the
the whitest of linen, and will last a
'
dry
point,
at
San Frandocks
Hunters
4
s
find
will
long time.
cisco.
it invaluable as a time saver.
Admiral Watt urged that this action
l
imperative. "With the opening
was
Effect of Colors.
of
Panama canal," he explained,
the
The stout woman should know that
probable
is
that our principal fleet
"it
yellow increases
her natural size.
of duty on the west
periods
will
have
Satin also makes he look bigger. Blue
coast.
is a slightly enlarging tone; white
"This provision would permit the
Black, seal brown,
is stationary.
docking of the largest ships at Hunt-'- ,
navy blue and the deepest of crimsons
ers point, instead of sending them to
are all tones that make the wearer Seattle. 900 miles farther north. We cannot get the battleships to the Mare
look slimmer.
Island navy yard, and even though the channel were deep enough to send them
to the yard, the present docks there would not take ten of the last vessels of
For Evening Wear.
the fleet. The battleships contemplated to be sent to the Pacific coast will
A beautiful and distinctly original draw twenty-seveto thirty feet. They can get a 'ship drawing twenty-fou- r
evening gown is fashioned of soft, feet up to Mare island at low water, though dredging is being done with a
thick, creamy champagne colored sa- view to deepening it to secure thirty feet."
:,
tin of dull surface and draped slightThe admiral also told the committee that there were not enough dry docks
ly but cleverly.
for practical purposes on the Atlantic coast
-

if

Suitable for White Broadcloth or
Charmeuse.
crepe, crepe de chine or charmeuse
in an ivory or oyster white, would apply. If white is ont serviceable enough
one of the light silvery grays will
work out charmingly in this same design.
There is a blouse with
sleeves cut in one, and with
edges
faced back and open
the front
to the waist. This space is filled in
with a soft net or chiffon guimpe or
a small straight vest section embroidered with cherries.
s
There is a girdle of black velvet
ribbon tied in flat loops in back, and
over this hang two pointed vest ends
attached to the front of the blouse.
The sleeve ends are faced back and
guimpe
then worn over a
sleeve of net or chiffon,
The skirt is slashed from waist to
hem down the left side and there laid
in a broad box fold lifted above the
regular skirt length and leaving an
opening at the' feet. There are even
gathers around the waist and drapery
resulting from the lifted fold.
A verv ouaint note is struck in the
three-quarter-leng- th

full-lengt-
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Adolph Crews came in from
Yankee preparing to move back
and start in the cream business.
Roy Proctor has purchased
half interest in the Magill-Mc-Cluwell drill, the former selling his shai e,
re

Mr. Schoenersteadt lectured
at the pie supper in the M, E.
church on Trips thru China,

,

pices of the Ladies Aid last Saturday night.
Tom Nigh left ' overland for
Hutchison, Kan. where he will
go into the tjrocery business. He
has had very bad luck this winter losing four large work

The increasing business of
Chas. Deaton has called him to
Eoy so often of late that he is
reported to have met himself
coining back.

0

LOCAL NEWS
OF INTEREST

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.,
Feb. 16, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Charles
E Kidd of Roy N.M. who on
3
1U09, made HE 17543 Serial 08197 and
Adl No 010054, for Lots 8 and 9 sec 1,
Twp 20 N Rg 26 E and Lot3 5 and 12
Sec 6 T 20 N R 27 E and Lots 7 and
10 and NJ-SSection 1, Twp. 20 N, Range 26 E. N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Intention to make Final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F.H. Foster,
U. S. Com., at his office at Roy,
day of May,
N. M., on the 6,
12-2-

-7

1914.

Claimant names: as witnesses,
C V Williams
Wm Bowman
Levi A.

Brown

W B

Harper

all of Roy; NiM.
Paz Val verde.

Variety Machine
Works

We haJ the pleasure

jj

of meet-

Wanted

J. M. George came in Wednes

Solano

0

te CZ30IZDBc51CZI0Éz5

,

Saturday.

Rodster.

1

i

We still .have a good stock to
select from and, as the cold
weather is by no means over
you will do well to look our
goods over.

ing H, I. Kimball and daughter
and Louie Garcia and wife, of
Springer at the K P Jubilee at
treatjn'" '
Dawson last week. We rememThey said as iheir tea they did ber
tiratef ully the many kindness
sweeten,
shown us by these people when
We don't know who beat
we were living at Springer some
From the way they did eat
years ago.
But Deaton says Eaton was beat
en.

Miss Lizzie Nelson was down
from her Palouse valley school

2

CToizDir51c51i
Q

n',

day of May 1914.

Register.

A LIMERICK

,

6

Claimant names as witnesses'.
C F Williams
Charles E Kidd
Levi A Brown
W B Harper,
All of Roy, N. M.
Paz Val verde,

M ércaetile
Co:mpany,

-

day driving one of the fine road
stallions he owns and called to
order his advertisement but of
th Spanish-AmericaHe has sold all the stuff adver
tised and had calls for as much
more. You will hear from him
later in other Hues as he prefers
letting a local paper announce his
business to waiting for people
to find it out.

the
.

Ei

T'ie massive and elaborate
structure of the Mills Kealty Co.
on Felton St, is nearing

.

04956-1775-

INCLUDING
Sweaters, Coats, Men's
Caps, Men,s and Women's
Heavy Underwear, Hosiery,
Men's Woolen Shirts' and
many and various other articles.

M.

Feb 16, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Gale G
Kidd of Roy, N. M. who, on May 13
1907, made HE Serial No
5
for Lots' 3 and 4 and EJ SW1,
Section 31, Township 21
North Range 27E. N, M. P. Meridian has filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commis
sioner, at his office, at Roy, N. M. on

On all our winter Goods!

Miss May Melton spent a few
days at her ranch, this week.

.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

o

3 Kküiic6ü i Ficesi

F. Fluhman left Saturday for
Springer and Miami intend on
buying an irrigated farm

Near Mills there's a man named
Ross Eaton,
Also a youug fellow named Dea
'
.
ton,
At a banquet of late
Where both of them ate
They bet a big wager on eatin'.
The one who gets beat does the

an

11

(c

C. E.

30E

ANDERSON ft SON,

Props

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blacksmithing, Heavy Forging, Horse Shoeing. Estimates Given on Pipes and
Pumps for Wells
All

A. E, Compton,

Supervisor of

surveys was here last week. He
located the corners of the town- site, and will return in April to
complete the survey.
Dr. Miller from
will locate here.

-

Oklahoma

Wagon and Carriage

Work our Specialty
work Guaranteed

All

D. P. Upton hasTeased

part of

Machine Works

his ranch to an Oklahoma man Variety
who will stock it with milk ROY,

- --

cows.

NEW MEX.
t

Fifty Tons of Dry, BleachThe Roy Cafe
ed Bones in any quantities. Lafayette Livingston has filed
We pay $6.00 per ton cash upon the former Garret 0. Adams Mrs. Ida E. Watson, Prop.
Co.
Floersheim Mercantile Co. place in Union
First Class Meals. Good Rooms.
Rev. Mills, of Cimarron has
FOR SALE: Span of balck bought the Chas. A. 'Baker house
mares, 7 and 8 years old, native and barn and has had them mov-

bred, well broken, sound and ed to his ranch, formerly
gentle, Will sell them worth Kennard place.
the money. Enquire at this

TheS-A- .
high-clas- s

Competent Service.

Roy,

Block,
N. M.

the

Mr. and Mrs. Grover Hall are
visiting the latter's parents.
for local news and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Allen.

Job Work!

,

Great-Weiter- n

D.

S. DurriQ,
flttoroey at Law
U.

S. Ccmnjlsslcner

SoIaQO, N. M

(

THE

GOT AWAY WITH
Old

SOMETHING
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NEWS TO DATE

Forebodings Turned Out
to Be Correct, Though Booty
Was Not Valuable.
Ben's

Old Ben was a kleptomaniac. He
realized his falling, which caused him
such keen humiliation that It was
with difficulty he could be persuaded
to enter the homes of any of the
neighbors.
One evening an old friend of Ben's
returned to the town for a visit and
called on Ben. Later he proposed they
go together, to make a call on a mutual friend, but, to his surprise, Ben
refused.
"No, no," he cried, shaking his head
"I can't go."
"Why not?" asked his friend. "It's
only a step away, and it's not late
now; besides I don't know when I'll
be round these parts again."
"Well," said Ben, "you know how I
always steal, but if you' promise to
watch me, and see I take nothing, I'll
go."
".Ben," said his friend, as they returned, "you did nobly. I watched you
every minute, and you never took a
thing."
"Don't," groaned Ben, as he pulled
a moist rag out of his pocket. "I've
got the dishcloth."

Should Seek Employment Elsewhere.
"It is the height of airy persiflage,"
writes Longfellow Pendally, "for the
bosses to advise a deposed heeler to
'go to the Star and get a job.' I have
been trying for the last year to accept
a position on that paper ae an obituary poet, and have failed completely.
And if a man of my rare Intelligence
and ability can't cut the mustard, colloquially speaking, what show has a
beetle-headehenchman of Tom and
Joe?" Kansas City Star.
d

A Medium

Kind.

She James, we must get a plain
cook.
He

But if she's any plainer than
the last one, she'll scare the baby,
dear.
A

high-clas-

s

high-salarie- d

Jliar is considered a
necessity in some kinds

of business.

Speaking
Of Lunch
the wife said, "Bring home
a package of

IN PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT

THE WORLD.

J

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENT9
CONDENSED FOR BUSY

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

WESTERN.
"A definite announcement of a leprosy cure has been made at the
Louisiana leper colony. Nine victims
have been discharged perfectly well.
Rev. J. A. Oottam, pastor of a
church at Dearborn, a suburb of Detroit, was arrested on a warrant charging arson. It Is alleged he burned his
parsonage on January 15.
Two lives were claimed and damage
estimated at sums ranging from $500,-00to $1,000,000 was wrought by the
storm which sent a record rain to six
Southern California counties.
Twelve persons were injifred, four
seriously, when Missouri, Kansas &
Texas passenger train No. 9, known
as the "Katy Limited," from St.
Louis, collided with four stock cars at
Parsons, Kan.
Amthony Petras refused to testify at
the inquest into the murder of Theresa Hollander, formerly his fiancee,
who was beaten to death with a piece
of scaffolding In a. cemetery near her
home at Aurora, 111.
Lemuel E. Webb, aged eiglity-ono- ,
died at Tabor, la. Webb was a personal friend of John Brown, and often
assisted operating in his "underground
slaves, Tabor
railroad," for
being one of the important points on
the line.
A Queen and Crescent railroad passenger train bound from New York to
New Orleans, running forty minutes
late, was held up at Birmingham, Ala.,
by three masked robbers who obtained
four sacks of registered mail, said to
have contained more than $40,000.
Josephine Ashdown
and
of Los Angeles, Golden-haireis the baby swimming
and diving champion of the world.
She has dived from a height of fifty
feet and swam half a mile in nine minutes and forty seconds, and 120 yards
in one minute and thirty seconds.
The estate of the late William Deer-in- g
consists of real and personal property valued at $15,000,000, according
to the inventory filed at Chicago. The
inventory contains 2,505 items the
largest of which showed cash on deposit of $236,667. The property, was
left to the two sons and five grandchildren. Each of the sons, Charles
and James, receives $5,000,000.
0

run-awa- y

Four-year-ol- d

d

blue-eye-

Post
T es ties

-- Surer

Toasties are wonderfully
good at any meal, and
somehow seem to match
the appetite of both home
folks and guests.'
Bits

of selected Indian
delicately seasoned,

Corn,
cooked, rolled thin and
toasted to a rich golden

brown

that' s Post

Toasties.

í

and

crisp,
ready-to-e- at
direct from
With cream
the package.
and a sprinkle of sugar
Fresh, tender

"The Memory Linger"
Toasties

sold by grocers
everywhere.

d

snow-covere- d

PEOPLE.

(

primaries next summer on transportation rates and commercial equality for
Denver and Colorado.
Holding freight rates on fuel oil, refined petroleum and engine distillate
from, California, Kansas, .Louisiana
and Texas producing points to points
in Arizona were excessive, the Interstate Commerce Commission directed
that lower rates be established.
Those who consulted President Wilson about Alaskan legislation learned
that he earnestly hoped that the bill
passed by the Senate providing for a
government-constructerailroad in the
territory would be approved by the
House at an early date. The President evidenced much interest in the
project.
On a
knoll in Arlington
cemetery overlooking the historic
Potomac, veterans of two wars and
army and navy officers of every rank
united in paying solemn tribute to the
memory of the men who perished on
Two elaborate floral
the Maine.
pieces, one sent by President Wilson
and the other by President Menocal of
Cuba, were placed on the Maine monument, in addition to scores of other
wreaths.
Welcomed by President Wilson and
praised by Secretary Bryan as "one of
the greatest influences operating in
the world to hasten the coming of the
universal brotherhood," the supreme
council, Knights of Pythias, began its
annual convention with delegates attending from every state and province
of the North American continent.
Publication of an official denial of
a report that Miss Margaret Wilson,
the President's eldest daughter, was
engaged t be married to Boyd Fisher
of Kansas City, Mo., was requested by
the White House.
Senator Gallinger, the Republican
floor leader, introduced an amendment
to the tariff laws proposing that fifty
per cent of the income tax collected in
each state shall be paid over to the
state treasurer to be equitably distributed to the various cities and towns.
Senator Gallinger said his object was
to reduce the local tax rates.

m

FOREIGN.

Fire destroyed the village of Spin- osa De Los Caballeros in the' province
of Avila.

The White Star liner Celtic collided with the Fabre liner Madonna at
Naples and both vessels were seriously damaged.
Electrically sterilized milk, in which
bacteria are shocked to death, is being
tried out by the Liverpool municipality with considerable success.
May 30 is announced for the maiden
trip of the Cunarder Aquitanla, the
largest steamship afloat, outstripping
the Imperator in length, beam, and tonnage.
David Guzman, a stranger in the
capital, was held at headquarters
while police investigated a reported
attempt. to assassinate President

Better cookies, cake'
and biscuits, too. All
as light, fluffy, tender
and delicióos as mother used
to bake. And just as wholesome.

For purer Baking Yaw
cannot JJO had

da than Calumet
at any prict,

--

Aak your grocer.
RECEIVED

RICHEST AWAXSS

World. Pare Feed Eirporitiom. CUeate, Iff.
tub EiiiaMia. France. March. Sil

;

At Cape Town, Union of South Africa, a bill for the enfranchisement of
women which was introduced into the
house of assembly, was defeated on
the first reading by 43 to 42.
"The average French family consists of a dog, a piano and a child,"
says Le Matin, commenting on the nation's race suicide. "The dog for monsieur, the piano ' for madam and the
child left to grandmother."
Miss Charlotte Herman of Rutherford, N. P., the companion of Ferdinand Pinney Earle, the American artist
who was recently extradited to France
in connection with the kidnapping of
son from a
Earle's eightyesr-olschool In France, left Christiana, Nor-

Col. George Barnett's appointment
as major general and commandant of
the marine corps was confirmed by
the Senate.
The president and Mrs. Wilson were
hosts at the final state dinner of the
winter at the White House, in honor
of Speaker Champ Clark.
The President nominated the followSeibert, Colo., Mae
ing postmasters:
Gates; Gillette, Wyo., Margaret E.
Vines; Safford, Ariz., Ellen M. Dial;
Modesto, Cal., Wade H. Howell; Washington, D. C, Otto Praeger.
Representative George J. Kindel of
Denver announced his candidacy to
succeed Senator Thomas. He will
make his campaign in the Colorado way for' Paris.
H

si

The federal reserve bank organiza
tion committee will hold no more hearings, but bankers and business men
may present additional arguments in
support of their claims for reserve
banks in writing.

Huerta of Mexico.

WASHINGTON.

1AT?

d

.

Te eWt save mmer vkea yoa lay ekeea er
aakhfiwwder. Doa't be nulod. Bay Calaaet If
mor tcoaoaicar more wholewe fitm beat rotalti.
CaJaatt if far superior te arar milk and oda.
b--

Trouble Ahead.
"Flubdub, my wife wants to meet
you."

"I feel complimented. Wombat."
"Let me tip you off. I've been blaming it on you when I've been downtown late."
,

The Universal Way.
"t would like to express my sympathy to the family "
"Why not send it by parcel post?"
Smile 'on wash dnj. That's, when yon
me Red Cross Ban Blue; Clothe whiter
than snow. All grocers. Adv.
Only a woman who is in love will
look up to a man who is socially beneath her.
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cnoczliSS21
Whiting;

John Shamblin called Thursday
to tell us that Clyde Hudson's
who
Whiting,
Anna
sons of Mrs.
was for sale out
little
sevfor
visiting
here
tool-- ,
have .been
his place. We might be
at
Alta,
eral week's left Tuesday for
ish enough to buy it yet.
Iowa their former home. Frank
,

'

Frank and Bernard

run-a-bo-

will go on to Chicago soon.

G.

Penny Wane suffered from a
severe cold and threatened Pneu
monia this week but is improving.
;

Dick Boulware fell from a load
of wood last week and injured a

leg so be walks with a cane since
He has the logs at the yard for
lumber for the big. barn he will
build this su jimer on his claim.

of Louisville,

J. Lampton,

Hoskins of Roy, N. M. who, on Sept
11, 1907, made he Serial 05443 No
19814 for SEi Section 15, Township
20 N. Range 27 E. N. M. P. Meridián,
has filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be'
fore F. H. Foster U. S. Commis
sioner, at his office at Roy, N. M. on
"
the 6 day of Mayl914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William Bowman,
P A Powell
R. W. Boulware
B W Sturgis,
All of Roy,N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Register,

Notice for Publication
State New Mexico, J S3
rinnntv of Mera
Fourth Judicial District.
Plaintiff,

County Superintendent of Schools
Manuel Madrid favored Koy with

JvNo2279

vs.

his first visit Monday and lues

day of this weeU. This office was

-

Herbert Mericle

Aiut(?Pata.

sends us a
year's subscription- in advance
from Dawson, where he has a
fine position in a swell barber
snmv. His home is still at Roy
and he is loyal to his home town
vand her people.
AllflrpfliTR
-

o

-

W

1

1

ivj.

Manford S Bentley,
auc
Jesse
r-- b

Defendant.

Claimant names as witnesses.
.
c l
.1
,
'
j. n. lviaiiunoj
.1. E. Russell,
Russell,
A,
H.
J. L. Swaim,
All otRoy, N, M.
Registe
Paz Valverde,
'

In the District Court.

TVT

x

TTl

1

Paz Valverde,

Register;

'

Notice For Publication

The said Defendant, May Cable,
tion with the application of
that a suit has been
separate
iui
a
VVU.J nnt.ifí
ill fuVn
Pleasant View, for
in
'

1..

.

all of Mills N M

Notice For Publication.

-

Department of the interior,
the District
commenced against her
S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
U.
Court of the Fourth Judical District
Feb. 11, 1914,
of the State of New Mexico, sitting
Mora,
within and for the County of
Notice is hereby given that Lemuel
the Plaintiff. Georgre 0. Cable,
N. M, who, on
absolute divorce from the L Reed, of Solano,
fnran
"
No
Aw 17. 1911 made Adl HE. Recpt.
said Defendant, and for such other
752192, Serial No. 013148 for the SBJ.
aud further relief as to the Court may
Section 27.
aopm meet and nroper,
20 N. Range 27 E. N. M. P.
You are further notinea tnat un Twp.
MonVlinn. has filed notice of intention
less you enter or,V cause... to be entered,
to esproof,
..Unmake fina three year
vnur anDearance in saiu cause un ui
descnb
claim to the land above
tablish
.
before the 13th day of April A u,
willcox, U. S, Com
w
ana aecree
office
at Roy, N, M.
his
at
missioner
V-

M.

ar

May cable,

remembered and we are not
fully advised' as to 'his" mission
but we suppose it was in connec-

nnt.

V

fore

o.:i
'ive-ye-

George 0, Cable

.

1,

entry 9o948, Cherry, for the heirs of Amos-J- . Cherry
16 1908, made Homestead
m (9MU for SEI Section 4, deceased, of Roy, N. M. wno on
Meridian
HF;o6743No. 24674. for WiSEl
Twp 21 N Range 26 E,N M P
..
t.r
.
m
i.'tAntinn
make
01
t
"
'"lc"u,v"
01
nonce
tiled
.
and EJ SWi, sac. ...iu iwp. r
has
; i
A Q
Till
i
proot to estauusu
26E. N M P. Meridian, lias mea nobefore. , W H tice of intention 10 make Five Year
described
nhnve
LIJO
0
"'
t
01- U S Commissioner at ms
Willcox
Proof to establish claim to the land
.
uav
tii.n
11
vi
tha
""
n i
above described, before F.H.Fosttice m Roy it
May, 19U.
er, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy. N,
M. on the 20th day of March, 1914,
Claimant names as witnesses
M

of

stopped limping.

ATJiioWi
XVllllCHJ.

0452-1655-

I

would sympathize wiih him so he

-

March 23, 1907, made HE No..
for NE Section 3, Town-shi- p
19 N. Range 27 E. tí, M. P.
Meridian has filed notice.of intention
to make Five Year Proof j'to establish
claim to the land above described, be
U. Si Commissioner. D. S.
Duwin, at his office, at Solano, N. M.
y
on the 27th dáy of March, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
.Harriet E. Criswell, Dortha S. Hickel
FrancisM Hughes
Earnest Choate,

Kentucky has been in the vicinity
of Mills where he has a claim
this week and was in town Thurs
"all of Solano, N. M.
day. He finds business anairs
Paz Valverde,
'
iri the east will not permit him
Regis ter,
re
t,n remain on his claim so has
Mr. Lampton
linquished it;
Notice for Publication
Notice For Publication.
counbest
the
recognizes this as
tyo --tmont, nf the Interior
try in the west that he has seen icu U S Land rOffice, Clayton, N M
Department of the Interior,
and will get in che real estate
Feb 11 1914,
U. S Land Office at Clayton, N.
of
C
the
more
Jesse
when
here
that
business
Dec. 29, 1913.
Notice is hereby given
on Dec.
who,
NM
Mills,
that Ben
given
hereby
of
land is patented.
is
Grinstead
Notice

Ben Sturgis hurt his foot last
week while gathering bones for
tv'marUpt,
He savs no one

School district.

'

Notice tor Publication,

Martin Rhvne arrived Thurs Notice For Publication
D'dpartroent of the Interior.
day from' Summerton, Arizona,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M ,
Department of the Interior,
where he has been working tms TJ. S. Land Office at lay ton, N. M.r
Dec. 29,1913.
get
to
glad
winter. He seems
Fib. 11,1914. ....
Notice is hereby given that Elizabeth
C
him.
James
blame;
that
given
hereby
Notice is
back and we dont
J, Hepburn, of Solano, N. M. who on

nri

-

y

-

Department of tLe Interior,
M.
U. S. Land Office, at Clayton, N.
'

'

'

Feb. 13 1914.

:

Notice is hereby given, that Levi A.
nwvurn nf Rov. N. M. who on Feb.15
06358
1908, made HE, 23289 Serial No.
27E
Rg
21
N.
Twp
for SWI Sec. 19,
01
N.M.P. Meridian, has tiled notice mes
10
tention comake five Year prooi,
claim to the land above aescritablish
,
U. S Commissioner F. H
7?V J XVbefore.ía rtffl,pntRov. N. M. on
It, 24, day of April, 1914.

Prof. R. S. Trumbull has been
riding around the mesa this week
entered agakst
on his motor seeing the farmers you.
'
' .
Claimant names as witnesses,
claimant names s
,?Jaintiff 's attorney is W. J,
in the interest of the Short
T. M. Ogden,
Kidd
Ben W Sturgis Charles E
whdW post office address is East Las Jame3 w Johnson
Course.
B Harp.r,
W
C F Williams,
Mexico.
New
in
him
Vegas,
drove
.
storm
The snow
all of Roy, N.M.
Jose J Garcia,
.
G Reed,
Joseph
Thursday evening and he' was
Tito Melendez,
SealI
Paz Valverde,
of Solano, N. M.
Clerk of the Court,
Register.
unable to get all the things done
Valverde,
Paz
reports
He
started Out to do.
- Register,
07 silos in his territory building
the sixteenth' century
ü
Notice for Publication
every physician in Europe wore a ring
or to be built this summer.
.
Via

illnwUlbe

'

:

,

;

'

-

A.

WW

k

"W

-

.

Patit.inns have been freely cir
ted and almost unanimously

profession.

here for Congressman
bill and are
Fergusson's
being sent to him to aid in lús
fight for the rights and betterment of the homesteaders of
ciuTifid'

640-acr-

New Mexico.

.''
.

in

I

j

high-clas- s

S--

A.

m

ay.

11

for 'local news and
Job Work!

ñ

u

XT

an

Aü

1907-Apr-

04461-01105- 9,

U58bi-uid,-

for SEi, sec. 7 Si- NEL sec 7 & Si NWJ
ícj' in. m r. m. i
Sor.. 8. 'Two. 19N Ke
has filed notice of intention to make
Three Year Proof to establish claim to
the land above described, before a , tt
Foster, U.S. uommissiumjr
N. M. on tne o aay oí winy, wi

BOA OJV

nis?0n
ivici iu""i

hns

fi

ed notice

01 j.uicu-

Year. Irool, to
establish ciaim to ihe land above
S.
.

.

Fivft

ibed before W. H. WillcoxU.
roromigsioner,at his office, Roy, N,M
oQ the 23 ay of April LVl.
Claimant names as witnesses, witnesses:
as
r.inimflnt names
.Trinidad Lucero Tomas Manzanares
Ogden,
Sr
Irvin
Charles J Burton
Alejandro Hernandez u ranK Dancue,
Sherman lroupe
Jose Garcia
all of Roy, N. M.
M.
N.
All of Solano,
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
Register,
Register.
21
.

ÜBOIOB

n.

Feb. 11- 191.
11 1910 maae
il
25
N
Newbern
given
that
for Lots
Notice is hereby
14573 Serial No.
on
wno
10 and NEJ SEi
Durrett of Solano, N.M.
5, 6, 11 and 12; 7, 9,
y
.m.jr.
made HE Sé. Nos
N
Kg
20
Sec. I Twp
11

to hold

.

The

oiuoi

from

has
his claim again. He
,
all winter and is not
yet up' to his usual form but is
picking up.

ViVJ

Department of Interior.
,
TJ. S. Land Ottice at uiayion

;1ilf IV 31YS KOJ
1

..

came
PAmfft. .Tnnps
v
rM.io'UnTna Thursday
A,

SXS1S30HQ

Notice for Publication

..

-

e

'

Department' of the Interior,
TJ. s. Liana yuice. viojwi.,
Feb. 11, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Bernardino
M
Sanchez, of Roy, M. M. wno on uuv.

1

on his finger as an muicauuu ui

-3
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FORMER SENATOR
II. H. TELLER DEAD

BOILS

LIVER;

SPANISH-AMERICA-

statesman

diompfd r.ni riRAnn

passes away

No sick headache,

biliousness,
bad taste or constipation

after

two- -

YEAR FIGHT FOR LIFE.

by morning.
box.
Get a
Are you keeping your bowels, liver.
and stomach clean, pure and fresa
with Cascareis, or merely forcing a
nassageway every few days witn
Salts, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or
Purgative Waters?
Stop having a bowel waeh-daLet
Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and regulate the stomach, remove the sour
and fermenting food and foul gases,
take the excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system all the
constipated waste matter and poisons
in the bowels.
will make you
A Cascaret
feel great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, eicken
or cause any Inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your store.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
have Headache. Biliousness, Coated
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
Constipation. Adv.
10-ce- nt

84

NEARLY

AT DAUGHTER'S HOME
DENVER AFTER SINK

EXPIRED
IN

y.

to-nig-

'

YEARS OLD

SPELL.

ING

Her Opportunity.
While vlsltine a friend the other
"day a Washington woman was admiring some fine bits of china that were
displayed on a buffet table, and of
these her attention was particularly
drawn to a big Japanese cup. Taking it up to examine the details of design, the called was startled to see
that the piece had been, broken and
She called her
awkwardtf glued.
to
the fracture,
attention
hostess"
whereupon the latter Immediately
summoned her maid.
"Margaret," said the lady of the
house, "this cup Is broken."
"Yis, mum, I had an accident."
"But It has been glued together,"
continued the mistress. "It is unpardonable of you to conceal your
fault in this way to glue the pieces
without saying a word to me. Now,
if you had come to me openly and said
you had broken it I would nave
you and"
"Excuse me. mum," interposed the
maid, eagerly, "the other one like It
Harper s uazar.
is broke, too.
.

30 years.

Colds are caught In many
ways: Illy ventilated rooms;
rooms that have direct draughts ;
crowded rooms; damp houses;
stuffy school rooms; offices illy
heated.
A dose of Peruna at the right
time, at the first symptom of
cold, before the bones begin to
ache, before the sore throat
manifests itself, or the cough, or
.the discharge from the nose, just
a dose or two of Peruna before
these symptoms begin is generally sufficient. But after the cold
is once established with the
In the City Hotel.
above symptoms prominent, a
Wife (as the eugar is passed) Use
bottle of Peruna, or maybe two,
the tongs, William.
Bill (from the country) Tain't 'ot, will be necessary.
ior-give-

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

remedy for
An upnto-dat- e
colds. That is what Peruna
is. In successful use over

n

Denver. Feb. 23. Former United
States Senator Ilénry M. Teller, one of
pioneers and
Colorado's
public men, is dead. The aged statesman expired as he lay surrounded by
members of his family at 12:25 Mon
day morning at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. G. E. Tyler, 1353 Gay-lor- d
it it?
street.
3UICK R ELI El
SORE EYES
Mr. Teller had been ill for the last
Fear will sometimes cause a woman
two years. He had failed rapidly in to change color almost as readily as a
the last two weeks and death was little rouge.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
momentarily expected. He would have
been 84 years old May 4.
The death of Mr. Teller closes the
life of one of Colorado's most active
builders. Coming to the state in 1861,
he was identified with every import
ant public movement and did not cease
to take an interest in public affairs up
to his death.
He lapsed into unconsciousness
shortly after 10 o'clock Sunday night.
Physicians who attended him since he
began to fail were called in. The end
women
was near, they declared, and members
Reliable evidence is
of the family were notified. They re
constantly being restored to health by
mained at the bedside until death
came.
Vegetable Compound
E.
Surviving former Senator Teller are
J.
Tyler;
Harrison
his daughter, Mrs.
and H. B. Teller, sons, and H. T. TyThe many testimonial letters that we are continually publer, a grandson; District Judge James
lishing in the newspapers hundreds of them are all genuH. Teller and Addison Teller, brothers,
and Mary E. Teller, a sister, living at
ine, true and unsolicited expressions of heartfelt gratitude
best-know- n

Tit-Bit-

s.

23,-191-

.

Overburdened With Love.
"You must learn to love God more
than you do papa or me. or anybody
in the whole world.
Mamma was instructing her young
son in his Sunday school lesson, which
was the Second Commandment. Her
son was already in the throes of his
.first love affair, the object of which
was the daughter of the next door
neighbor, springhtly little Lucy John
son
"But I don't know God like I do you
and papa, and it's hard work to love
some one I have never met," was the
unexpected comeback of little Char
ley. "Besides. I love papa so much
and you bo much and Lucy Johnson
so much more than all the rest that
I'm just bursting with iove, and I
haven't any room left to love God in."

GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT,
BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR
Make It Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxur
iant and Remove Dandruff Real
Surprise for You.
Your hair becomes light, wavy,
abundant and appears as soft, lus
trous and beautiful as a young girl's
after a "Danderine hair cleanse." Just
try this moisten a cloth with a little
Danderine and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. This will cleanse
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive oil
and in Just a few moments you have
doubled the beauty of your hair.
Besides beautifying the hair at once,
Danderine dissolves every particle of
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and, invig
orates the scalp, forever stopping itch
ing and falling hair.
But what will please you most will
be after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hair- - fine and
downy at first yes but really new
'hair growing all over the scalp. Ii
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
of it, surely get a 25 cent bottle oí
Knowlton's Danderine from any store
and just try it. , Adv.
Nome.
"Willie, can you name
'
Alnnlrn?"
.

.

"No'm."
"Correct."

-

a big city in
.

1

The under dog generally gets mor
sympathy than bones.
,

abundant that

are

'

Pinkham's

Lyda

Morrison,

111.

Henry Moore Teller, recognized as
one of the leading statesmen of the
country, was born in Granger, Alle
ghany county, New York, May 23, 1830.
He was the son of John and Charlotte
ÍMoore Teller. The family was of
Dutch origin, the seventh in descent
from William Teller, the first of the
name to come to this country. William
Teller in 1639 settled in Fort Orange,
and was appointed trustee to a tract
of land.
Henrv Teller worked on the farm in
Alleghany county, attending the com
mon schools. By teaching, later, he
earned the money to attend Alfred
University and Rushford Academy.
Then he taught school again and en
tered upon the study of his profession
in the law office of Judge Martm
Grover, Angelica, N. Y, Jan. 5, 1858,
he was admitted to the bar in
that state.
He began practice in Morrison, re
maining there from 1858 until 1S61,
when he crossed the plains to Colo
rado. In Central City he opened his
law office, three years later to be
ioined by his brother, when the tirm
of H. M. and W. Teller was estab
lished.
Durine the Indian troubles of 186b,
hf was appointed by Governor John
general of the Colorado
Evans major
'
militia. After two years of, service
Mr. Teller resigned.
Tn 1878 he was made chairman oi
the special committee to investigate
thfi charges of 'election frauds in the
Southern states, concerning whicn ne
made a careful and elaborate rcrrt.
He served as chairman of the commit
p. nn civil service and retrenchment
nrtsrlnallv Mr. Teller was a Demo
rat. He became, however, one oi tn
.dherenta of the Republican parij
.
when it was organized.
Bing-hamto-

.

.

for the freedom from suffering that has come to these
women solely through the use of Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound.
Money could not buy nor any kind of influence obtain
such recommendations ; you may depend upon it that any
testimonial we publish is honest and true if you have any
doubt of this write to the women whose true names and
addresses are always given, and learn for yourself.
Ftead

this one from Mrs. Waters:

J."

1 was sick for two years with nervous spells, and
Camden, K
affected.
were
I had a doctor all the time and used a
kidneys
my
galvanic battery, but nothing did me any good. I was not able to go
and soon
to bed, but spent my time on a couch or in a sleeping-chai- r,
away
for his
went
my
doctor
became almost a skeleton. Finally
Vegetable
E.
Pinkham's
Lydia
of
health, and my husband heard
Compound and got me some. In two months I got relief and now I
am Eke a new woman and am at my usual weight. I recommend
your medicine to every one and so does my husband." Mrs. Tillib
Waters, 1135 Knight St., Camden, N.J.

And

thisone from Mrs. Haddock:

Utioa, Okla. "I was weak and nervous, not able to do my work
and scarcely able to be on my feet. I had backache, headache, palpitation of the heart, trouble with my bowels, and inflammation. Since
taking the Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound I am better
than I have been for twenty years. I think it is a wonderful medicine and I have recommended it to others.' Mrs. Maby Ann Haddock Utica, Oklahoma.

Now answer this question if you can. Why should a
woman continue to suffer without first giving Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial ? You know that
it has saved many others why should it fail in your case?
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkhams Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for f
male ills. No one sick with woman's ailments
does j ustice to herself if she does not try this famous medicine made from roots, and herbs, it
has restored so many suffering women to health.
rite

to LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.

Your letter wttl be opened, read and answered
by a woman and held In strict confidence.
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Watch Carefully
the Child's Diet

7 DEAD IN FLOOD;

DEKVIIAM
Week Feb.!22. Eva Lanit
with Carl Anthony in "The County
Chairman" by George Ade. Week March
March 1, "Sirs. Black la Back.'
BROADWAY
Week Feb. 23, Otl
Skinner in "Klmiiet," an Arabian
Nights Tale. March 2. 3. B. 6, 8.
K. If. Sothern in Justin McCarthy's "If
I Were Kin sr." March 4 and 7 Mr.
em will play Shakespeare's "Hamlet."
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA TOWNS
TABOR GRAND Week Feb. 22,' Virginia Brooks' preat White Slave Play,
RUINED CONDITION AFTER
,Uttle Lout Sister." Week March 1,
"Frecklea," a dramatization of the
THREE-DATORRENT.
book by Gene Porter.
AUDITORIUM
Chicago Grand Opera
Company, 250 people.
April 7, "La
Tosca" April 8, matinee, "Alda", evening, "Cavallerla Rusticana" and

$5,000,000

LOSS

--

Off Right With a Good
Laxative and Then Watch

Start Them
IN

Their Food.
are often unconsciously

.

Y

"Pas-llncel-

Headquarters,

"..

SWEPT AWAY
iMusic Co., Denver. Mail orders HOUSES
now.
EMPRESS Refined Vaudeville. Week
e
Feb. 21, six big
acts
including "The Canoe Girls," a dainty FOOD
IN
ISOLATED
SUPPLY
musical comedy. Wedk Feb. 28, Six
Diving: Nymphs.
PLACES IS VERY RAPIDLY
Knight-Campbe-

ll

Sullivan-Considin-

DIMINISHING.

KODAKS and SUPPLIES
Send tin your Films for developing. Kxprrl
worn umy. inu ihkh.ui uiv uruwuius irue

am
Denver Photo Materials Co.
Denver, Colorado
(Eastman Kodak

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Co.)

Los Angeles, Feb. 23. With a loss
of probably $5,000,000 and a toll of
seven human Uves since Wednesday,
Southern California began to recover
from the effects of the worst storm in
Its history. Swept by wind and rain
for three days most of the territory be,,,5
"-,
tween the- Tehachapi mountains and
yr
a"
t
the Mexican line was flooded, but
while nearly all of the towns affected
remained isolated, progress was made
toward
wire and rail
Gearless Car
communication.
nil.l.lon 'I'm... Winn..
Greatest hill climber; 30 miles on 1
According to an estimate made by
gasoline;
10,000 miles on one set
Kal.
A.
C. Hansen, assistant city engineer,
tires. Metz and Cartercar Distributors
for Colorado, New Mexico and Wvo.
Angeles was damaged to the exLos
TIIK COLORADO CARTERCAR CO.
Live Agents Wanted. 1U36 l)ilwyH Denver tent of at least $1,500,000. One hundred and fifty thousand dollars repreWELDING BRAZING sented the damago to the .city streets
of hmknn mitoniobllo nrul machine part hv
alone. The balance represented losses
process. All work Kuaranteod or nioripj
sustained by railroads and by citizens
refunded. Prices reasonable. International Weld-luWorks, 1568 14th St, Denver, Colo.
who lost their homes which were
swept away by the floods with all
'
their household effects.
Except in the vicinity of Pomona,
county, where young groves sufthis
INSTITUTE
fered severely, orange growers reportCor. eighteenth and Curtis sts. ed comparatively little damage.
DENVER, COLO.
Ranches and small farms in the lowAlcohol and Drug Addictions lands were inundated but no reliable
curedby a scientific course of medication. data could be obtained as to the losses
The only place in Colorado where the sustained by them.
Genuine Keeley Remedies are administered
Railroads report that the collapse of
big bridges over the Los Angeles river
WANTED -- LANDS RANCHES In this city and the washing out of
Other property from owners: bargains only: 'new heavy spans elsewhere made it uncerNo Sale No Charge. (Uve Particulars.
IEALTY ADVERTISING, BOX 34. DENVEH tain When traffic could be resumed.
More than 100 homes were destroyed
AUTOMOBILE BARGAINS in Los Angeles alone by the torrents
that rushed through the Los Angeles
1912
Regal Conpf
Fully equipped, thoroughly overhauled river and the Arroyo Seco. As the
and revarnished. Demountable rims. floods in those waterways subsided
Almost new over-siz- e
tires. Extra demountable rim and tiré.
Saturday night household goods and
40 II. P. Haynes other property, including everything
1912
Used for demonstrator. Same as new.
1913
Everett Six in from pans to pianos and beds, were
tires, left stranded on sand bars.
perfect condition. New over-siz- e
extra tire and demountable rim.
Whittier, a suburb of Los Angeles,
1913 Mttlc Giant one-to- n
track, reported a shortage of food which
slightly used for demonstrator.
Cars mav be seen at THE MAXWEU. would became acute if transportation
CHAMBERL1N
MOTOR CO., 1249-5- 3
facilities were not restored within a
Broadway, Denver, Colo.
day or two.
Jjet us make and repair your glasses.
The water system supplying Clare-mon- t
Prompt attention given to mail orders.
was seriously damaged and the
OPTICAL CO.,
THE
supply of drinking water was
town's
8W Henñ for Fren Muirle Eye íühks ( 'Wner. "SI cut
off for a time.
DENVER, COLO.
1628 WELTON ST.
Pasadena Buffered the name trouble
EVERYTHING FOR THE ,
and the Orange Grove avenue district,
1 rTTAHIATtl I P rY&MctiiLr. populated almost exclusively by a colony of eastern millionaires, had to get
AU 1 U1UUDILL
1532 BROADWAY. DENVER, COLORADO
its supply of . drinking water by the
pailful from city water wagons sent
out after a big water main broke.
Claremont, near Pomona, also was
isolated, and the supply of bread was
reported to be on a famine basis.
I
Two railroad wrecks, in one of
periodical, tells all you want to kno
about care and management of poultry for pleasnrt which twelve persons were injured,
or profit: 12 months 60c. Order now. INTERMOUN were caused by the storm and floods
TAIN rOULTRV ADVOCATE, Colorado Spgs., Colo
near San Bernardino!.
Famous
Food for Three Hundred Travelers.
Thompson Saddles
Automobiles, wagons and pack mules
Buy direct from the ma- laden with food supplies were rushed
ker. Special designs to or- from San Bernardino Sunday night to
der. Send for complete, the rescue of 300 passengers aboard
illustrated .catalog.
two. floodbound Santa Fé trains, railW. R. Thompson Co.
.
fearing that the ma
Colorado road , officials
Rifle
rooned people are close to starvation.
The trains, known as the California
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
and the Phoenix Express,
limited
;
Write us for anything eleetrical new or second
from Los Angeles, were stalled
band motors, telephones, wireless apparatus)
Write for Friday
tree stump blastincr outfits rented.
afternoon at Summit in .a pass
14th StOtr.r,Col
Electric
catalog.
of the San Bernardino mountains

METZ 22 $475
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Mothers
very careless about the diet of their
children, forcing all to eat the same
foods. The fact Is that all foods do
not agree alike with different 'persons.
Hence, avoid what seems to constipate
the child or to give it indigestion, and
urge It to take more of what Is quickly digested.
If the child shows a tendency to
constipation it should immediately be
given a mild laxative to help the bowels. By this is not meant a physic or
purgative, for these should never be
given to children, nor anything like
salts, pills, etc. What the child requires is simply a small dose of the
gentlest of medicines, such as Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which, In the
opinion of thousands of watchful mothers, is the Ideal remedy for any child
showing a tendency to constipation.
So many things can happen to a constipated child that care is necessary.
Colds, piles, headaches, sleeplessness,
and many other annoyances that children should not have can usually be
traced to constipation'.
Many of America's foremost families
are never without Syrup Pepsin, because one can never tell when some
member of the family may need it,
and all can use it. Thousands endorse
it, among them Mrs. M. E. Patten,
Valley Junction, Iowa, who is never
without it in the house. Mrs. Patten

4

f

'

!

fe

RALPH

M.

PATTEN

says that Syrup Pepsin has done wonders for her boy Ralph, who was constipated from birth but is now doing
fine. Naturally, she is enthusiastic
about it and wants other mothers to
use it. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is
sold by druggists at fifty cents and
one dollar a bottle, the latter size being bought by those who already know
its value, and it contains proportionately more.
Everyone likes Syrup Pepsin, as it is
very pjeasant to the taste. It is also
mild and
and free from injurious ingredients.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 203
(

non-gripin- g

Wash-Washingt-

St., Monticello,

111.

A pos-

tal card with your name and address
on

it will do.

g

ME ELEY

Three-Passeng- er

Five-Passeng-

er,
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D
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'

east-boun-

Co.,532-53-
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Declined.

No Change.

They had scrambled through the
first dance on the program and he
was leading her back.
"I could die dancing, couldn't you?"
he asked.
.
"No," she replied.
"There are
pleasanter ways than being trampled
to death."

The young men of the town had
bought the vacant lot opposite Miss
Bill'ingsby's
"fashionable
Martha
echool for young ladies," purposing to
build a club house thereon.
"I am sorry for you," said one of
Miss Martha's friends; "I fear having
these young men opposite you instead of that empty lot will seriously
injure your school."
Poor Man's Blow-Ou"I hear Jones had a blow-ou- t
the
"Oh, never fear," answered Miss
other night."
Martha promptly; "I can assure you
"I didn't know she owned an auto." that it will still be an empty lot."
"He doesn't. This was a
Neale's Monthly.
affair."
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
To ret the genuine, call for full name, LAXAThe Cause.
TIVE BROMO QUININE. Look for sienature of
'The doctor says that poor Smith's E.
W. GROVE. Cures a Cold in One Dar. 25c.
mind is a blank."
"I guess it is his income tax blank."
The Difference.
"That fake doctor's cares are not
Drive that cough from
your system. patent."
Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops will
"Perhaps not, but his medicines
surely help you 5c at all Drug Stores.
are."
The Prospects.
'That play came in on gumshoes." Red Crops Ba(r Blue, much better, goei
"Yes, and it's likely to go out on farther than liquid blue. Get from any
good grocer. Adv.
its uppers."
t.

f

Putnam Fadeless
satisfaction. Adv.

Dyes

guarantee

It's an ill wind that blows nobody
good, even in a breezy conversation.

Contraries Meeting.
"How about that play for a run?"
"It will be a walkover." Baltimore
American.

It Is sometimes said of a man that
monkey of he has outlived his"usefulnoss when in
himself trying to ape his betters.
reality he never had any.
Many a man has

made--

a
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Strength

Beauty

Come With Dr. Pierce's
Golden

Medical Discovery

This is a blood cleanser and alterativa
that starts the liver and stomach into
vigorous action. 'It thus assists the
body to manufacture rich red blood
. which feeds the heart nerves brain
and organs of the body. The organs
work smoothly like machinery running;
in oil. You feel clean, strong; ana
strenuous instead of tired, weak and
faint. Nowadays yon can obtain Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
Tablets, as well as the liquid form
from all medicine dealers, or trial box
of tablets by mail, on receipt of 50c.
Address R.V.Pierce,M.D.,Buffalo,N.Y.

d

Dr. Pierce's Ctat 1008 Page Illuatreted
Common Saote Medical Adritar wiil be sent
IRLE, Cloth Bound for 31 Ono-ee- a
Stamp.
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Notice for Publication.

PERSONAL and?
t
LOCAL

Department of the Interior.

Department of the Interior;
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Mexico.
Jan, 24th., 1914.
Jan 19, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that William R
Notice is hereby given that James
Brashears of Roy NM. who on
W Johnson, of Roy, N. M. who on
made HE Serial No, 01180$
made HE 05470 No. 19935 for
012218 for
No.
Addl.
Sec. J2
NEJ, Section 7 Township 20 North
and NeJ, Section 13,
Range 28 E., N.'M. P. Meridian, has
Township 20, STorth Range 23E. N. M. P
filed notice of intention to make five
Meridian, has filed notice
of year
Proof, to establish claim to
Intention to make Three year Proof, to
above described, before F. H.
land
establish claim to the land above dis- Foster,U. S Commissioner, at Roy
cribed, before F. H. Poster, U. S.
N, M. on the 14th day of April 14,
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
N. M. on the 21 day of April,
Claimant names as witnesses;
1914.
R. W. Mitchell,
James L. Hayes
Claimant names as witnesses: Wm G Johnson
William King,
oí
Roy,
N. M.
all
Robert Holmes,
Frank Sheltren,

t

,

10-6-- 10

Mrs. Wm, C. Roy of Roy came
up Wednesday for a few days
visit with relatives in the city
and attend to some business matters relative to the estate of the

Ei-SE- J,

late Wm. C. Roy. She has been a
guest of D. A. Clouthier and
wife while in the city
Springer Stockman
Prof. Jess Russel and Wm.
SchoeDerstedt came down from
their claims Mondayas witnesses
to help their neighbor out of
trouble with his final proof.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice For Publication.

A R Davis,

.

BG Tyler,

All of Roy, N.. M.
3--

Notice for Publication

Jan

04594-0868-

1

all of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U.S. Land pfflce at Clay tan, N.M.

24 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Katharine
Lucretia Dunbar, Widow of David B
Dunbar, Deceased, of Roy, N. M who,
on 5 07
made HE Serials
No. 13465, for NEJ Sec "9
and NWJ Sec, 10 Township 19 N Rge.
26 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
five year proof, to establish claim '
to the land above described, before
D. S. Durrln, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office, at Solano, N. M. on the 22
day of April 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Irvin Ogden, Sr. t George H Ray,
Maurice N Baker
PabJo P Branch

Paz Valverde,
"
Register.
u

8

Paz Valverde,
Register.

7

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N M

Register.

8

Notice For

Re-Publicati-

on.

The wind storm for a few hours
Jan. 19, 1914.
Department of the Interior,
Sunday reminded us of last Department of the Interior,
Notice is hereby given that Jose La
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Easter Sunday's storm and was
M who, on
N
Roy,
Vigil,
Luz
of
Jan. 23, 1914.
Mexico.
Feb. 18, 1914,
the worst since that time. No Notice is hereby givénjhat Rolin L Jan 24, 1907, made HE. No. 04456 Notice is hereby given that Pearl
damage is reported. ..
formerly
Pearl
Cross of Mills, N. N, who on Aug 22, 4565 for th3 EJ SWi, SWJ SWJ Sec. Rauch Cawthon,
made Enlarged HE No 011983 for
NEJ NWJSec. 35 Twp. 23 N. Range
28 East of N. M.P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three
year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described before W. H.
WillcoxU. S.r Commissioner, at his
office in Roy, N. M. on the 18th day of
April, 1914.
Claimant name3 as witnesses
R W Eaton
L W. Seright,
A C Procter
F O Seright,
All of Mills Mora County, New Mex.
Paz Valverde,
2
Register.
1910,

Geo. Tower called last week

with the subscription he has
intended to pay for a long time
and will read the S A. in future.
Andy Hern has the
engine back on the hand
car and the boys have quit pump
ing it to and from work.
Bean-thresh-

er

Lawrence Butler, a relative of
the Williams' who used to live
down the R, R.1 toward Solano
filed on a part of the William's
land that has been relinquished
Owen Butler
to him Monday.who lives on the Mike Miller
place also filed part of it as an
Additional.
-

NEJ NWJ Sec, 12, Township 18
Í Range 26 E., N. M. P. M,
has filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described.
before W. H. Willcox U. S. Commis
sioner, at his office in Roy, N. M.,
on the 13, day of April 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lee West
Pablo A Trujillo
Leopoldo
Andrade
Laumbach
J.
Peter
M.
N.
all of Roy,
Paz Valverde
Register.
,

8

3--

-

for raising stock.
Senaca Poultry Food makes
hens lay while the price is high
25c a package at Fairview Pharmacy,

y

Notice For

Re-Publicati-

NEJ-NW-

'

.

Claimant

names as

witnesses-Joh-

n

Myers
T J Kennedy,
Otto C Thompson,
Wm R Bradley,
All of Solano, N. M.,
'

Register,

8

0,

- 28

1

1914.

on.

Department of the Interior,
"I'S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
Feb. 24, 1914,
Jan 23. 1914.
Notice is hereby given that William
M Patterson of Mills, NM who on
Notice is hereby given that Alfred O
2- made HE Se. No 010563 for Johnson of Solano, N. M. who, on
made HE. 21677 Serial No,
Lots 6 and 7, and EJ-Sof Sec. 6,
nWJ-NEJ
Lots 1 and 2,
NEJ
05943, for
J
and
Section 7 Twp, 21, N.
Range Sec. 5 Twp. 18 N. Range 27 E.
26 E, N M P Meridian, has filed N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
notice of intention to make three year intention to make final five year proof,
proof, to establish claim to the land to establish claim to the land above
above described, before F. H. Foster, described, before Register & Receiver
U S Commissioner, at his office at Roy of U S Land Office at Clayton, N. M
NM, on the 8 day of Way 1914,
on the 9th day of April 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Levi J Culver
Donald P ÜDton.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lloyd
M
Hughes
P Upton,
C E Deaton,
ACMeikle,
Francis
M.
N
Solano,
O
Ben Hobson,
all of
Deaton,
Oral
'
Paz Valverde,
All of Mills N M
Paz Valverde.
Register.
2 28.
3-

for
and 2 Rwtion 7, Township
19N. Range 28 E. NM P Meridian has
filed notice of Intention tó make Final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land abo ve described beforeRegister
& Receiver of U. S. Land office at
Clayton, N., M. on the 9 day of April
Lots

Paz Valverde,

NOTICE FOR PUBLIC AT ION

12-2-0- 7

Henry Farr is buying up a lot
of cattle and putting them on his
Red River ranch where the sun
shines warmer and the- pasture
is better and conditions are ideal

Rauch of solano, N M who on
mado HE No 23195 Se No. 06322,

Register

Notice For.

Re-Publicati-

on

Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Jan

23 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Margaret
Plunkett, widow of Micheal Plunkett,
deceased, of Roy, N ,M who on
made HE No, 18525 Serial No 05151,
07

"

for NEJ Sectio-- 11,
Township E0 North Range 27 E
N. m. p. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make fiDal five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver of U.S. Land office at Clayton
New Mexico on the 9 day of April,
;
1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Samuel Bland,
Frank Emerson
Grace V Collins,
Charles E Kidd
"
8
all of Roy, N. M.
i

Register.
Paz Valverde,
The proposition of 6 per cent
NOTICE TOE PUBLICATION.
Notice For Publication
Loans obtainable with süecia
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
privileges and on reasonable
Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
Department
of
the
Interior,
terms to remove incumbrance
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
U. S, Land Office Clayton, N. M.
1914.
rom real estate; or to improve
20
Jan,
Feb 24 1914.
Jan. 19, 1914.
and buy farm, orchard and city Notice is hereby given that Axel A Notice is hereby given that William R Notice is hereby given that Add
Whiteman, oí Roy, N M who on
property, may be had by addres Carlson of Roy, N M who on
Harrison of Roy, N.M. who on
04024
E
for
No.
HE
made
010247
No,
HE.
made
for NWi and EJ
made HE Serial No." 012140 for NEi
sing Dept. R. E. 1527Búsch Bl'g.
17,
.

NWJ-NE-

and NEJ-SW- J
NEJ and SWJ-NE- J
Sec
23Twp21NRg25E NMP Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make Three
Cow Lost: Since last July Year Proof, to establish claim to 'the
Pale red, dehorned, mottled face land above described, before F. H
Brand "Boot" on right hip, Foster U,'S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M,,
A N Cleft hip. Should have
on the 8th day of May 1914.
5 months calf at side.
Claimant names as witnesses; .,
$5.00 reward for cow and $5.00 L W Peiffer
.,
J L Swaim,
regardcalf,
for
information
for
Leo Nalepinski,
John Fessler,
ing them.
All of Roy N, M.
Roy Proctor,.
Paz Valverde,
Register.
Mills, N. M.
6T3Pd.

J,

Section
NWJ, NWJ-NW- J
Twp. 20 N. Range 25 E. N. M. P
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Five Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before U. S. Commissioner
F. H. Foster, at Roy, N. M., on the
21 day of April, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses;
We Cantrell,
H C Gimson,
Emilio Abata
Mares
Juan Demata

all' of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
3-- 7

Register.

and NWJ Sec 15 Twp 20 N. Rng 26 E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Com. V
F. H. Foster, at his office, at Roy,
N. M., on the 17th day of April.

1914.

Claiman; names as witnesses:
Frank Sheltren Mrs Frank Sheltren,
Laura Whiteman.
Ed Cantrell
'
all of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
2--

Register.

i
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BEN. VILLA SLAYS

BRITISHjANCHEB

The Federal league haB signed 175

flayers and the roster may be

ten-roun-

WILLIAM

S. BENTON,

WEALTHY

BRITISH SUBJECT, IS EXE

,

.

CUTED OR MURDERED.

WILSON ORDERS PROBE
CONGRESS

TO MAKE INVESTIG-

ATIONTWO OTHER

ENGLISH-ME-

N

ARE MISSING.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

El Paso, Tex. The execution or
murder of William S. Benton, a British subject and one of the most prominent foreigners resident in northern
Mexico, by General Francisco Villa,
head of the rebel forces at Juarez,
when it became known here started a
wave of indígnátion culminating in a
call for a mass meeting in Cleveland
square.
Resolutions accusing the State Department at Washington of suppressing the reports of its own consuls, of
deliberately misleading the American
people as to actual conditions across
the border, and demanding that Congress call on the State Department for
the full records of crimes and outrages, were drawn up and adopted.
While the mass meeting was in session two more Englishmen were reported as having "disappeared" in Juarez. The report came from Samuel
Stewart, who says the men, John Lawrence and a companion named Curtis,
went to Juarez to search for Benton
and expressed the fear that they, like
Benton, had been shot.
Stewart, with Major Holmdahl of
Villa's staff, was permitted to search
the jails and guard houses of Juarez
but found no trace of them.
Lawrence is chief engineer of the
California Development Company and
came here on a vacation from Yuma,
according ta Thompson.
Gustave Bauch, who was being tried
for being a spy, also disappeared.
Thomas D. Edwards, American consul at Juarez, said that when friends of
Bauch went to visit him with bedding
and food he was not in the cell, where
he has been held incommunicado since
while his trial was being held.
Almost at the same time the reports
were being received eight Mexicans
suspected of being federal officers
were arrested at the union station by
Captain Harry M. Cootes, the provost
marshal, and Interned at the prison
camp at Fort Bliss.
Former Governor George Curry of
New Mexico was the principal speaker
at the mass meeting. He was named
a committee of one at an impromptu
indignation meeting in the lobby of
the Hotel Sheldon, headquarters of foreigners driven out of Mexico, to investigate the killing of Benton but his inquiries developed nothing not previously published.
.

Diplomatic Circles Aroused.
Washington. A slumbering Mexican
situation was brought quickly to a
point of intense international interest
by the news that William S. Benton, a
British subject, had been killed in
Juarez by order of General Francisco
Villa. Sir Cecil Spring Rice, the British ambassador, conferred with Secretary Bryan about it. President Wilson
and his Cabinet discussed, it and a
thorough investigation was ordered by
the State Department.
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President Wilson will be present at
thirty-fiftannual reunion of his
class 1879, which will be held Juno 13
at Princeton, N. J.
Charles Cary of Smyrna, Del.,
cleared $75 when a thief stole twelve
chickens from his henhouse. The robber lost a wallet containing $90; the
fowls were worth $15.
The National Carbon Company of
New York declared a stock dividend of
50 per cent on its 55,000 shares of out
standing common stock, or a distribution equivalent at par to $2,750,000.
Miss Tracey Holander, a prepossessgirl, was murdered
ing
at Aurora, III., and her body dragged
into a cemetery and thrown on a
grave. She was beaten to death with
a heavy timber.
Nicholls Smith,
Mrs. Henrietta
widow of Charles Emory Smith, former postmaster general and ambassador to Russia, has become a novice in
the Institute of Our Lady of Christian
Doctrine in New York.
The Presbyterian church will send
250 temperance workers into California, Colorado, Washington and Oregon
in an effort to swing the states into the
"dry" column at the next fall election.
They will take with them motion picture films teaching lessons against the
sale of alcohol. Plans for the crusade
were perfected at a meeting of the
Presbyterian board of temperance in
New York.
A mutual divorce to Clarence H.
Mackay, president of the Postal Telegraph-Cable
Company and numerous
other corporations, and Katherine
Duer Mackay, his wife, was granted
by the courts of France, it was announced in New York by Frederic P.
Coudert, counsel for Mackay.
Suit was filed at Sioux Falls in the
Federal District Court by the government against Postmaster P. J. Rogde
0
and his bondsmen for recovery of
which disappeared from registered
mail in the Sioux Falls postoffice in
June, 1911.
The House of the Massachusetts
Legislature passed a bill which would
make new year day a legal holiday and
sent it to the Senate for concurrent
action. Massachusetts is one of the
few states in which new year day is
not recognized officially.
Adrian Iselin, banker and yachtsyears old, esman, who is
corted Mrs. Frederick Bronson, mother
of Mr3. Lloyd C. Grjscom, to the city
hall in New York and a marriage license was Issued to them. Mrs. Bronson, who is a widow, gave her age as

the
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Always Bought
3 PER CENT
AVetfetable Preparation for AsALCOHOL--
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WinttijrttK Flavor.

A perfect Remedy for Constipation , Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Fever i
LOSS OF SLEEP.

IF

In

Use

For Over

h

twenty-year-ol-

sixty-thre-
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For Infants and Children.

nd

sixty-seve-

110 Taken off River Steamer.
Louisville, Ky. One hundred and
ten passengers were taken off the
river steamer Queen City, when she
went aground after ramming a piei
in the Ohio river near here. The
cargo is being removed.

an-

nounced soon in installments.
Willie Ritchie, lightweight champion, has signed to meet Ad. Wolgast
In a
fight at Milwaukee
March 12.
The Cincinnati Reds will not do
their training at Mobile, Ala., as had
been announced. Alexandria, La., having been chosen Instead.
Silas Christofferson of San Francisco arrived at San Diego in a biplane,
having made a flight from Los Angeles, about 125 miles, in 125 minutes, and
completing a trip from San Francisco,
which he began eight days before.
Rube Waddell, the former big
league pitcher, who is suffering from
a bronchial affection, Is in a serious
condition and may not recover, according to a statement by his mother
made at San Antonio, Tex.
Harold F. McCormick of Chicago,
of John D. Rockefeller, will
attempt to fly across the Atlantic
ocean in a hydroaeroplane. The plane
in its flight wijl carry three passengers
and two pilots in addition to McCormick. Lincoln Beachy will act as chief
.,
pilot.

Facsimile Signature of

Thirty Years

The Centaur Company,

NEW YORK.

'Guaranteed under the Food

and.

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

THI eiNTAUR COMPANY, NIK

VOMK

OITV.

1
Wanted More Information.
"What do you understand by 'edible
fungi'?" "It has something to do with
mushrooms an' toadstools," replied Fa
ther Corntossel. "But whether it's
what you swaller or what happens to
you afterward I wouldn't like to say
without writin' to the department."
Washington Star.

S

To Cultivate Cheerfulness.
Sydney Smith once gave a woman
a score of recipes for cheerfulness,
and among them was to remember all
the pleasant things said to and of her,
to keep a box of candy on the
and a kettle simmering on
the hob. Do not give way to melancholy; never ask "Why were we
born?" If you are given to asking
questions, ask easy ones.

chlm-neyple- ce

Sometimes

is a

single-blessedne-

greater failure than marriage.

INDIGESTION.

GAS

"Pape's Diapepsin" cures sick,
sour stomachs in five minutes
-T-

ime

It!

"Really does" put bad stomachs in
order1 "really does" overcome indigestion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
sourness in five minutes that just
that makes Pape's Diapepsin the largest selling stomach, regulator in the
world. If what you eat ferments into
stubborn lumps, you belch gas and
eructate sour, undigested" food and
acid; head is dizzy and aches; breath
foul; tongue coated; your insldes filled
with bile and indigestible waste, remember the moment "Pape's Diapepsin" comes in contact with the stomach
all such distress vanishes. It's truly
astonishing almost marvelous, and
the Joy is Its harmlessness.
case of Pape's DiaA large fifty-ceyou
give
pepsin will
a hundred dollars'
worth of satisfaction..
It's worth its weight in gold to men
and women who can't get their stomachs regulated.
It belongs in your
home should always be kept handy
in case of a sick, sour, upset stomach
during the day or at night It's the
quickest, surest and most harmless
stomach doctor in the world. Adv.
nt

There is only one thing a woman
likes better than being told a secret,
and that is telling one.
Even true love is subject to an occasional relapse.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver is
right the stomach and bowels are right
CARTER S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gentlybutfirmly com
pel a lazy liver to ,
do its duty.
Cures Con- -,
'
típation, In- -

S mum

f

wi

m

II LY.trt

JLa3

Headache,

I

I

.

and Distress After Eating.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
.

Genuine must

bear

Signature

BOOTH-OVERTO- N

Dyspepsia Tablets
stop Intestinal Fermentation, Immediately.
Relieve Gas and Distress after Eatin?. One
size only, 60c. Money refunded If they do
not help, or write for Free Sample Box and
'lit it went nret n you wish.
11 Broadway

CO.

New York

PARKER'S

HAIR

BALSAM

A toilet preparation of merit.
JBelps to eradicate dandruff.

if

For R AMtorinff Cnlnr nnrl
Beauty to Gray or Fadad Hair.
quo, ana slop at VrugKlsts.

Beit Cough Syrup. Tutea Good.
intima. Sold by Droguista.

in
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Officers and Stockholders

Roy Telephone Company
J.J.

II, B. JONES. President.
C, L. JUSTICE, Cashier,
IGNACIO MAESTAS.
Dr. F. B.EVANS,
Attorney.
C. K MoGINNIS.
DIEECTOR3.
W. H. FUQUA,

Taylor, Mgr.

Put Your Money

Now .connected with Solano and Mosquero, oh the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on the North

Where you can put your Trust. Where you know t
it will e safe. Where you can get it when you

,

wantit.

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines

Where it will yield you the utmost possible benefit
0

Do your business by phone and get your answer at same

We are Equipped

time and save telegraphic delays.

To handle all your banking business promptly and
satisfactorily, and to give you free service in many
,
ways,

Office and EXCHANGES AT

ROY, N. M.

m

local Eusir.e

Private Line
$3.00permo.

Local Residence
$1.50 pernio.

$2.50 per m

We welcome Your Account

D, A. CIouthier drove down

from

Notice

'

However Small, Every dollar deposited, besides
standing to your credit, becomes productive capit'al
for the home community.
.

Springer Thursday with

Geo. Tindall and a Mr. Woods
All persons are forbidden to and visited friends in Roy over
dump rubbish or garbage on the Friday.
old dumping ground south of the
Mr. Parr is called Thursday to
Stocrf-YardThis is a part of!
to his son. A. W.
send the S-the Roy Town Site and tise lots Fárris at Alva Okla. It save
'
are for
writing letters and does it better

Roy Trust and

Th9

s.

savings- BdLnk,
of ROY

sa.

Hoy

Trust

&

-

Savings Bank. , some say.

Hanson,
A. L.
Deputy State Game Warden
Hunting Licenses Executed
Everybody desiring to carry a gun for any purpose
must secure a Hunting License whether he hurts on
his own property or elsewhere.
THE HOME OF
'i

SPANISH-AMERICA-

I The Yeekly
O est

Quality Groceries

E

ICE
N

in Northeastern New Mexico
-

!!

rrzz

$1.50 PER YEAR
We Do

AH Kinds

1

'-r-

d. e

'A

Sells everything good to

of

eat. Our prices are
always right.

SUCH AS
si

:

Letter Heads, Envelopes, Statements, Dodgers, Invitations,
Business Cards, Announcements, ; Programs,
'Calling Cards, Legal Blanks, Book"
and all Classes of Fancy
,

A Modern Meat Market
A Model Bakery

Printing

BRING US YOUR WORK

The

jroceiy

Fv, A.

ROY, Manager.
PLoy, N. M.

Spanish-America- n

ROY, N. M.
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MORE SHEEP SHOULD

.
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BE RAISED ON FARMS

(Prepared by the United States Depart- thus seen to be a matter of prime imment of Agriculture.)
portance. Improvement la breeding
Sheep husbandry should receive
can be brought about in a flock at lens
more attention from the farmer of expense
by the use of a good ram
this country than it does at the presin any other way. A good ram
than
ent time. Unquestionably sheep rais- is a
valuable investment, and the few
ing could profitably be fitted into the
extra
dollars in cost over the price of
general management of thousands of
one multiply themselves
a
mediocre
farms where there is none at the presreturns on the lamb crop. The
in
ent time. On many other farms the wise
size of the flock could be Increased many selection of a single ram has in
cases made a flock famous.
and more attention given to this
Probably
sheep are subject to more
branch of farming with resulting profit
any
ills
than
other class of domestic
to the owner, according to the departany
animals.
At
rate, they seem to
ment of agriculture.
more
helpless
repelling the atbe
in
It has been estimated that sheep
upon
made
tacks
them.
This need
will eat 90 per cent of all trouble-

some weeds. They are, in fact, commonly used in cleaning up weeds from
fields, fence rows, roadsides, stubble
fields and corn fields. The common
belief among farmers is that weeds
eaten by sheep are so broken up in
the digestiré processes that the seeds
will not germinate after passing
through the body as in the case of
other live stock. However, weeds are
rarely permitted to go to seed if
enough sheep are turned in the field
while the weeds are young and tender.
In some investigations carried on
by the Canadian government among a
considerable number of sheep to. determine the kinds of weeds eaten by
them, it was, generally agreed that
sheep would consume all but a very-feextremely unpalatable ones, such
as mullein, Scotch thistle, etc. Upon
inquiry as to the specific kinds eaten,
one farmer replied that he could ndt
give any. definite information on the
subject, as the sheep kept his farm
so free from weeds that he could not
ee whaklnds they actually ate.
Where sheep have been kept, but
where for some reason they have
been disposed of, a striking difference
has usually occurred in the appearance of the farm. Weeds have sprung
up and grown where they had formerly been kept in check. There is no
better solution to the weed problem
than a flock of sheep.
The farmer's sheep should be a
wool and mutton sheep, with emphasis upon mutton. This "dual purpose"
sheep, if the name be permissible, is
a proved success, and it is already
represented in some of the breeds.
The best type is the most profitable
combination of wool and mutton. The
investigations of the tariff board indicate that sheep farming for wool alone
is unprofitable. In investigating 543
flocks of the
section of Ohio
they found that when there was a net
credit to wool the .percentage of receipts from wool was 38 and from
other sources 62. If the raising of
sheep for wool alone does not pay in
this region, it probably would not in
any othér part of the farming section.
In establishing a flock it is better
for the farmer to start on a small
scale, unless he has previously had
experience. When one is dealing with
small numbers, a mistake in management or an error in judgment is Dt
so great importance as where larger
numbers aro involved.. Starting with
small flock requires less capital also.
If it is desired to augment the size of
the flock, this can be done by the
natural increase, the best ewe lambs
being selected each year for the purpose. This should prove more economical than buying all the breeding
stock outright. Where the stock is
produced on the farm, only the cost of
production can rightly be charged
'
against it, but where it is purchased
the cost of production plus a profit
and very often the price of the reputation of the breeder must be paid.
By producing the breeding stock himself, the farmer should secure a more
uniform lot and one better adapted to
his own particular conditions. Another advantage of small numbers; especially where capital is limited, is that
better animals can be purchased.
The ram has as much influence
tpon the flock as the entire ewe flock
bred to him, which fact gives rise to
the old saying, "The ram is half the
flock." The selection of the ram is
fine-wo-

ol

N.

not discourage the prospective

shep-

herd, since good care and management will obviate most of these troubles. Upon this care and management depends the "luck" of the shepherd. Flocks are known to exist upon
weeds and waste roughages with little or no attention, but the returns
are proportionately meager,
A
sheep dog is one of
the greatest friends of the industry,
while the cur dog is one of its worst
enemies. The Scotch collie is the
sheep dog of America, and a
one can not be appreciated
unless seen at work. Their tireless
watching, 'even at night, makes them
inváluable to the sheep herder.. By
their barking they warn him of any
prowler that may be lurking about

,V1N

:
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Coat

Frock

A

1

1

Rescued on the Brink of Oblivion

Washington taiors secured an official vindication of the
maligned
much
frock coat at the hands of the fashion committee of the
If
International custom cutters' convention here. This is the supreme court of
masculine fashion, and woe to the poor
rC0O'
JUm'J
dares defy .,its mandates.
wretch
that
SPlLl i
.
.
.fc riuii.
Aii eariy caucuses ui me tuueuuu
had determined the frock coat must
go and that the cutaway was to take

IJ? ASHINGTON.

Its place.

i

well-traine-

JI..fl. S.

But threats of bolting on the
of the Washington tailors forced
fashion committee to surrender.

d

part
the

Washington claims the distinction
having the greatest per capita total
ycP
of frock coats outside of Terre Haute
although why Terre Haute should be excepted no one knows. The committee wrote the following vindication into its announcement:
"We wish to emphasize that the
frock coat Is by no means
cutaway just at this
relegated to the background. While the three-buttotime is the most popular garment, the frock coat is worn by the highest
officials of our nation, and this Itself maintains the dignity of this garment."
the flock.
The saving clause, however, was put in, it seems, only for the benefit of
Much of the sheepy flavor of mutton
frock coats already in existence.
comes from the generation of gases
As to the sack coat, the committee condemns narrow shoulders, but inin the stomach after the shdep is
on a tight waist, and for those who dare it suggests that narrow braid be
killed. For this reason sheep should sists
worn.
be dressed as rapidly as possible. A
Then there are about a thousand words concerning "close contours,"
platform six or eight inches high is
"high waist lines," "little dips," "waistcoat exposures," "crescent pocket lines"
a convenient thing to work on and and a lot of other things that only Jimham Lewis could understand,
aids in keeping the blood away from
i
the body, insuring a cleaner carcass.
After dressing, the carcass should
Ideas on Dress Making
be cooled to 40 degrees,, or as near Mrs. Woodrow Wilson's
a.
that as possible. In the summer it
will be necessary to have ice for this
WOODROW WILSON, wife of, the president, is getting a whole lot of
purpose. Where there is a farm re- MRS.
from women retufning from abroad for her ideas of home dress
frigerator the carcass can be placed in making. It is said by fashionable modistes in Ruó de la Paix, Rue Taitbout
it, provided there is a circulation of and Place Vendóme that they are
dry air and no objectionable odors practically facing ruin, in that they
are present Mutton can be kept for are not able to keep their styles expuce of Ruin
' H? AMERICA
a week or ten days under these con- clusive. Our American women have
i8SX
wen
ditions. In the majority of cases, how- been in the habit of going to Paris
haf
?7&r?
.... too
ah
Jl
i rc MUfcT
ever, ice is not available on the farm. for their swell society gowns, which
10U CAUL "
Under these conditions the sheep or they buy as exclusive, and for which
lamb, as the case may be, should be they pay a fancy price and high duty.
AMOK
slaughtered in the evening, the car- They get them over here, only to find
cass allowed to hang out overnight that there are women here who have
(where nothing will disturb it), and worn, a
of their gowns for
taken to a cool dry room or cellar in weeks before they get back, and they
the morning, before the flies are have about concluded that the American modiste is Just as artistic and decoabout. If the carcass is split it will rative in their designs as any French modiste dare be. Mrs. Wilson, as the
cool out more rapidly. Under these wife of the governor of New Jersey, stated that she could dress on less than
conditions it is a good plan for two or $1,000 a year, and she is doing it to her own satisfaction, if not to that of the
more farmers to club together, each
foreign modistes. She selects her own silks, satins and laces and
taking a part of the carcass, so that has them constructed almost under her own eye, many of her little gowns bes
dress
there will be no danger of the meat ing made at the White House. A representative of a
spoiling before it can be used.
maker in Rue Taitbout, most of whose customers are Americans, said that
In the winter there is little diff- unless it Bhould prove possible to copyright not only designs of gowns, but also
iculty about keeping the meat. A good of trimmings and combinations of colors, he would shortly have to give up his
way to keep mutton at this time is to present business and go in for wholesale manufacture.
allow it to freeze up and to cut off
enough for use from time to time with
a saw. A single freezing does not
Roman Numerals Latin for Uncle Sam
injure the quality, but alternate freez- Thought
ing and thawing is harmful and should
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY NEWTON is a
be avoided.
THIRD
American. The, figures 1, 2, 3 look better to him than the
Lamb and mutton should never be
Roman
numerals. He has issued an order that hereafter the date of
used for food until it is thoroughly
erection of public buildings shall be
cooled out Lamb is as good as it
put in figures instead of Roman
MUST
THAT
ever will be as soon as it is thoroughSecretary Newton says:
numerals.
BE THE
ly cooled, but mutton improves with HDM
persons of average educa"Even
ripening for a week at 40 to 45 deTRADE MARK
tion, being unaccustomed to the Rogrees F. Mutton can be corned, but
TH' CONTRACTOR
man numerals frequently find conit is not as palatable nor is it as nusiderable difficulty in detevaining
PUTS Off ,
tritious as the fresh meat. The hams
from the lettering on the public
are sometimes spiced and are considbuilding just when it was erected. To
ered by many to be a delicacy when
many the Roman numerals mean no
prepared in this way.
morn than do the emblems of the
M
Masonic Order to a person outside of
Light in Dairy Barn.
that Order. So infrequently are the Roman characters now used that many
The dark dairy stall is more likely persons of intelligence in this country believe that the customary date on
to be in evidence during the winter public buildings are marks placed there by the engineers.
months than in the summer, as some
"The misinformation in this matter was recently illustrated when a party
farmers seem to think the barn must of tourists stood gazing at one of the show buildings in Washington. One
be closed as tightly as possible. Still, man in the party, pointing to the Roman numerals high up over the door, said:
" 'What the deuce does that MCXVI business mean up there?'
light is not only an essential to comfortable quarters, but darkness has a
'VWhat,' said another, 'don't you know? That's a mark the contractor
deteriorating effect on the general puts on. It's his trademark.'
.
health of the herd, the eyesight being
'VYou're wrong, there, Bill' exclaimed a third member of the "party,
especially affected-'That's a sign put there by the government. It's Latin for. Uncle Sara.'
well-traine-
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Notice to Hunters & Trappers

Church Directory

Please take warning that any
one carrying a gun for any pur
pose, even for the shooting of
rabbits and of hawks, must have
a hunting license.
Up to this
date the following persons only
are authorized to carry guns
P. A. Barnett, W..L. Kelley.
Oliver Kershner, Johnie Davis
Any other persons carrying guns
in this section are doing so il
legally, and are subject to the
penalties prescribed by law. All
hunting licenses issued now are
good until Jan. 1st 1915. If you
wish the privilege of carrying a
gun, get your license at once and
avoid any trouble. Bird licenses
are $1.00 Big game $1.00, general

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

SPANISH AMERICAN
Registered August

27. 1912,

Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Edltor

aod Publisher

Subscription $1.50 Per Year

Entered as second-clas- s
matter at
the postoffice in Roy, N. M.
(

Ths editor of the Wagon
Mound Pantagraph pretends to
attempt to answer our query regarding taxes in last week's
issue but begs the question en-

tirely

on everything.

Professional Cards

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
house. Your presence
is necessary.
Rev. G.B.Hall, Supt,

at Scnool

"

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advan.ee.
Rev. Fr. Ant.

Physician and Surgeon
Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.
. Ry.

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

.

Cellier.

Priest in charge,

Presbyterian,

He cheerfully gives the amount
Sermon every third Sunday
of taxes hé pays on all his property against ours on a printing
at 7.30 P.M. at Roy School house.
plant alone, and claims it is paid.
J. S. Russel, Pastor.
til
a
uurs wouia oe too witnout
licences, $1.50. Call and. get a
'
BAPTIST
murmur if it were as apparent copy of
game laws.
the
ly reasonable.
He refuses to
First Sunday in each month.
Al. S. Hanson,
state that the Assessor can fill
. M..
7.30. P. M.
Deputy Game Warden Service
an assessment roll and says he
Rev. R.A.Price .Pastor.
doesn't know that we could
The Mora County Board of
Great argument
Lodge Directory
He also states that "The work Supervisors has appointed a
Board of Roa'd Viewers to in
of the office of Mr. Medina has
vestiyate the read across Red
bcenfound SATISFACTORY"
River at the McCrystal crossing
To whom, pray?
response to a petiti. nfo have a
We repeat the statement made in
public highway established on Homestead Lodge, No. 46
on the start which the Panta
I. O. O. F.
old Toll Rvsiá. P. A. Roy,
refuses to comprehend that we the
B
S. Brown and Juan Demata Meets every Wednesday evening at
do not hold the Assessor personI. O. O. F. Hall. Roy, N. M.
appointed
on the
Mares
were
Visiting
members always welcome
ally responsible ior anything but
board.
Olin Leach.
T. F. Self,
we do hold his office responsible
Secretary.
Noble Grand.
for collecting a salary adequate
STOMACH TROUBLES
to recompense services that are
not and have never been renderHarmony Rebekah
ed.

11

M. D. GIBBS

T. F. SELF
Physician and Surgeon
Office At

Residence

ROY, NEW MEXICO

.

I

A. S. HANSON
Notary Public
Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.

HOY,

NEW MEXICO

.

Col.

P. O. WHITE
MILLS

NEW MEXICO

--

AUCTIONEER
I Cry Sales Everywhere.
Distance not Considered
Terms Reasonable

Satisfaction

r

D. ofR.
The fact that our Legislature Mr. Ragland Writes Interesting Lod&e No-2- 4,
has enacted a law which compels
Meets in I O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
Letter
This
a
Subject.
1st. and 3d. Friday evening of each
on
the people to pay a salary to
month, Visiting members always
man for services which the same

G'rVfd

F, H. FOSTER

r mmissinrmr

wel-co- m.

law compels the. people themselves to perform, under penalty
Madison Heights, Va. Mr. Chas. A,
is regretable and another reason Ragland, of this place, writes: "I havfi
why nothing commendable can been taking Thedford's
for indigestion, and
stomach troubbe expected from Mora County les, also colds, and other
find it to be the very
affairs until tbey are in the hands best medicine I have ever used.

Miss

Grace

B!ack-Draug- hl

of an entirely different admin-

istration.
The Pantagraph naturally reseats the truths which the
is trying to promulgate- - T.Ve
never yet saw a pig pried loose
from even "The hind teat" without squealing about it,
S--

A

After taking
for a few
days, I always feel like a new man."
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, pain
in pit of stomach, and a feeling of fullness after eating, are sure symptoms ol
stomach trouble, and should be given the
proper treatment, as your strength and
health depend very largely upon youi
food and its digestion.
To get quick and permanent reliel
from these ailments, you should take
a medicine of known curative merit.
Its 75 years of splendid success, in the
treatment of just such troubles, proves
the real merit of Thedford's
Safe,' pleasant, gentle in action
s,
and wii ,ut bad
it is sure
to benefit both young and old. For sail
everywhere. Price 25c.
N.C127
Black-Draug-

V.

Collins,

Secy

.

Modern Woodmen
of America

TOLRO- - CONTESTS

PROOFS

ETC.

Office

Roy,

v'th

Spanish-America-
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CampNo.14361

ht

,

N. G.

Mrs. Beckie Goodman

States

Uf lited

n.

New Mex.

nart

JEWELRY

Wateli and clock repairing
Eyeglasses
a specialty,
fitted, All work Guaran,
teed.

HARRY WOODWARD
Harness and Shoe Shop RtfPi
Repairing a Speciality

There are as many pretty and
Goods
Also Second-Hanin
Roy
any
girls
in
as
popular
Bought and Sold
town of its size in New Mexico
All Work Guaranteed
but when we stare a "Popular
Lady Contest" in order to get
subscriptions to this paper you
may take it for an admission tnat
F. M. Hughes, Member of the
the paper is not worth the subMrs. Dina Maldonadd
scription price and we know Mora Co. Board of Commission and Daughters, Proprietors,
ers, Postmaster and Deputy
it.
To get money on subscription Sheriff, was in Roy Wednesday New Management, Refurnished
Large
Good Meals,
by any other method than earn- we understand in the role of Tax Thruout,
ing and deserving it is prosti- Collector. It makes us smile to airy Rooms.
think what would be the result
tution.
Roy. New Mexico
of some of these "Rough-Nec- k"
methods in some states.
a
d

Black-Draugh- t.

N. Mex

J. FLOERSHEIM
Notary Public

after-éffed-

Bad colds seem almost epideEverybody
mic the past week,
seems to have them,

high-clas-

s

S--

A.

for local news and
Job Work!

Licensed Embalmer

1200 lbs. well broke, gentle and Funeral Director

Wallace Chadderdon.
Mills, N. M,

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care in all matters.

W. H. WILLCOX
United States
Land Commissioner
ROY, N. M.

M. H. KOCH

For Sale: Young mare wt.
true to pull. Price right.

The

Oriental Hotel

PHONE 116

:

:

TUCumuuu, n.

Filings, Contests and Proofs.
Careful and competent services rendered m all land matters.'

IHE
AUTO FRIGHTENS

SPANISH-AMERICA-

TEAM

GIVE YOUR MACHINE SUNSHINE

DEATH

IN A RUNAWAY.

Will Prevent It "Running Hard" and
Also Add Much Time to Its
Length of Usefulness.

Team, Hitched to Wagon, Wrecked
Wagon on Approach to Bridg-eDriver of Auto Unknown

I am a visiting dressmaker, said a
women recently, and in this capacity
go from house to house. In my time I
have worked, of course, at sewing ma-

STATE NEWS
HAGERMAN

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

GIRL MEETS

PEOPLE

Vcstern Newspaper Union New Service.
Socorro is to have a commercial
club.
There Is quite a mining boom out
in the Itedrock country.

.

.

The annual Hudson Farmers' institute was held at Hudson. '
Endee is reported having shipped to
market 15,000 rabbits this season.
John Garcia of Albuquerque, a wood
hauler, was the victim of a mysterious
assault.
'
Juan N. Vigil has been confirmed as
receiver of public moneys at the Santa
Fe land office.
The
adobe house of H. A.
Scott, northwest of Maxwell, was destroyed by fire. ':
It is reported regular passenger
service at Farwell on the
cut off will begin March 1.
H. J. Clark had his right leg broken
below the knee, and his left leg badly
bruised, in a
accident at
two-stor- y

.

Texico-Cole-ma- n

run-awa- y

Maxwell. .
K. K. Scott,

.

district attorney of the

fifth district, has named A. W. Hock-enhuof Clovls, as assistant district
attorney.
Ed Hackerott and some of tho other
cattlemen south of Obar have put in
in a dipping plant for dipping stock at
Hackerott's place.
A contract has been let for New
Mexico's building at the San Diego exposition, M. D. Hays of Raton being
the successful bidder.
The New Mexico board of exposition managers have completed ar- -

ll

book on New Mexico.
M. A.

Broach,

Endee

postmaster,

appointed chief field deputy in the internal revenue service in that district,
the position paying $1,700 a year.
According to Lieutenant F. O. Test,
who was present at the mustering in
of the new Deming company, there are
sixty-fivenrolled on the muster rolls.
The assessors find that New Mexico
has five million dollars' worth of
horses, or a. total of 104,253; being
20,317 more than reported last year.
The coat, hat, vest and shoes of the
late Frank Craig, whose body ,was
found on the .road near Silver City
early in January, were found in a. well.
J. E. Blythe of Hagerman sold three
fine mares to a farmer in the Dexter
community, the three animals bringing $775, a most forcible argument in
favor of raising good stock.
According to the tax assessor' returns, Quay county can boast of only
227 burros, the property of residents.
The state reports 5,794, or 239 more
than last year.
Jake Bumpass has been appointed
receiver of the Pecos Valley Oil and
Gas Company, and all the operations
of the company have been discontinued, temporarily if not permanently.
After probably fatally wounding his
wife with an axe, Enrique Salas killed.
a
Ross Garcia, his father-in-law- ,
wealthy merchant and sheep man, at
Torreón, eighteen miles west of Estancia.
Cashier W. J. Joyce of the San.
Marcial bank asked Traveling Auditor
Howell Earnest to take charge of that
institution. A run was made on the
bank, and it was thought best to close-the

e

doors.

Probably due to the general agitation on the subject, one fact is very
evident from the reports received
from the. county collectors of taxes,
and that is that taxes are being paid
more promptly this year than ever before,

i

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Hagerman, N. M. Miss Lillian

Jacobson, aged about seventeen years,
met an untimely death here, when a
team hitched to a hay wagon, run
away and wrecked the wagon on an
approach to a bridge. The accident occurred at 10:30 a'clock and by 12
o'clock the young lady had succumbed
to the injuries she received. Miss Jacobson and her brother,
each with a team, were hauling hay
and as they neared the Felix wagon
bridge, about a mile from Hagerman,
an automobile coming up from behind frightened the girl's team and
they made a wild dash towards the
bridge. On the approach the waton
was wrecked. The girl struck the approach on her head. She was unconscious when picked up a minute or
so later by her brother and the latter
carried her to the home of E. E. Lane,
nearby, where a physician was summoned by phone. The girl died without regaining consciousness.
Who drove the auto that frightened
the team has'not been learned. The
occupants never gave the girl sny
assistance and never stopped to see
if she had been injured.
Miss Jacobson was well known in
Hagerman, where her family has resided for some time. Her father died
here a few weeks ago. She is sur
vived by her mother, and several broth;
'
era and sisters.

chines without number. My verdict
is that not one in a hundred women
knows what causes the machine to
"run hard" or how to remedy it
The first Idea, of. most women in
whose homes I find entry is to oil the
machines with kerosene, and well,
this treatment does ease them for a
few hours.
r
But the applying of kerosene is by
no means a happy thought, for machine oil and kerosene in combination
make a paste, which soon results In a
friction that is harmful for the complicated parts of the machinery.
My advice to the unknowing is that
she should move her machine on a
sunny day to a window and open it
The sun's rays can't be too warm.
Then let her fill her oil can with clean
machine oil and place It in a pan of
water on the stove untilit beats to
boiling point. This arrangement la
both safe and easy. Now the already
warmed machine should be treated
with hot oil. Every point, from the
bobbin winder to the "foot," should be
carefully oiled.
After the superfluous oil has been
wiped off the machine will keep In
good condition for six months.

Ill IMTI
HU

"California Syrup of Figs" can't

harm tender stomach,
liver and bowels.
Évery mother realizes,, after giving
her children "California Syrup of
Figs" that this Is thilr Ideal laxative,
because they love its pleasant taste
and It thoroughly cleanses the tender
little stomach, liver and bowels with- out griping.
When cross, irritable, feverish or
breath is bad, stomach sour, look at
the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit
laxative," and in a few hours all the
foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the bowels, and you have a well, playful child
again. When its little system is. full
of cold, throat sore, has stomach-ache- ,
diarrhoea, Indigestion, colic remember, a good "lnsida cleaning" should
always be the first treatment given.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Syrup of Figs" handy; they know a
teaspoonful today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Ask at the store for a
bottle of "California Syrup of
Figs," which has directions for babies,
children of all ages and grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
50-ce- nt

Her Good Record.

"Is that Mrs. Smith? I called you
For a Warm Bed.
up to ask if you can say anything
There are lots of people who say good of Bridget Farley, who was with
they can't sleep with their windows you as cook."
open wide at night because, no matter
"Yes, I can Bay one nice thing. She
'
how many blankets are on the bed, left without breaking any dishes."
they become chilled from the air dur
"That's encouraging. How long did
ing the inght.
she stay?"
This is very simply and easily rem
"One hour."
idled. The chilling comes from beneath
Officers. the bed. The mattress and the linen
Historical Society
NEARLY CRAZY WITH RASH
Santa Fé. The Historical Society or cotton sheet retain bylittle heat and
are easily penetrated
the air from
of New Mexico held its annual meetDryden, Ore. "Traveling through
window.
the
officers as follows:
ing and
Try spreading a woolen blanket un- the woods one day I was looking at
Hon. L. Bradford Prince, president;
The and handling a little vine. When I
der neath the bottom sheet
William J. Mills, vice president; blanket beneath will keep the body's got home I felt an itching and burnFrank W. Clancy, vice president;
from escaping downward, as the ing and the first thing I knew my face
Ralph E. Twitchell, vice president; heat
on top keep it from escap- was all swollen up.' The poison oak
blankets
Ernest A. Johnston, corresponding ing above. You will be surprised to affected my face, hands, arms and
secretary; William M. Berger, record- see how snug and warm the bed
chest and It disfigured me very much.
ing secretary; Chas. M. Stauffer,
My face and neck were broken out
treasurer; Mrs. Mary M. Victory, asand itched until I was nearly crazy.
sistant secretary; Henry Woodruff,
I had to walk the floor at night and
Frozen Fig Pudding.
curator. President Prince reported
fig
desdelicious
lost much sleep and work also. My
a
frozen
This is
the acquisition of the unique copy of sert. To make it, melt four
face; neck and chest were covered
the constitution of 1846 in English toof sugar in a saucepan and with a heavy rash. I could not allow
gether with other rare pamphlets cook It until it is a thick caramel, like clothing of any kind to touch the
through the liberality of several citi- molasses, but do not burn. Then add affected parts.
zens who contributed the necessary a cup of water and' boil until all
"It got to such a stage that if I
money in order to prevent these valu- the sugar Is dissovled.
hadn't gotten relief soon I would cerable documents being carried away by
cups
cup
milk,
of
a
Add two
and tainly have lost my mind. My mother
eastern institutions. On motion of
s
of granulated sugar and happened to have a cake of Cutlcura
Mr. Johnston, Hon. T. D. Burns, be- the yolks of eight eggs. Strain the Soap and a box of Cutlcura Ointment
came a life member of the society by caramel into It and add a pound of in the house and I washed with the
virtue of his contribution to' this fund. dried figs, cut in pieces not larger Cutlcura Soap freely and then applied
The usual annual reports were read than raisins. Freeze until thick and the Cuticura Ointment. I got relief
and adopted.
then pack In a mold. Put in salt and at the first application and then 1
chopped ice for two and a half hours. slept like a child. In three weeks I
7
was perfectly cured." (Signed) E. H.
An Ancient Chair.
DeGrasse, Mar. 28, 1913.
Aztec The Masonic lodge of Aztec
Cuticura Soap and ' Ointment sold
has in its lodge room a chair which
throughout the world. Sample of each
several of the members made from
free.with 32-- Skin Book. Address
wood that came out of the ancient
"Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
ruins across' the river from the city.
The age of the cedar wood is very unEarly to Rise.
certain but the least estimate made
"The early bird catches the worm,"
by archaeologists Is 1,500 years. Some
observed the sage.
of the cedar timbers that now support
Some of the best cooks bake only
"Yes," replied the fool. "But look
the roofs of the various rooms are the crust of tarts and fruit pies, put- at how much longer he has to wait
from twenty to thirty feet long and ting In the filling of cooked fruit when until dinner time."
measure twelve inches or more in they are cold.
diameter. Cedar trees of such size
Paste the owners' initials over each
In the Dentist's Chair.
do not grow in the region hereabouts towel used on a large family towel
Mies Goodrich I hear you? uh
at the present day.
rack.
band Is a great lover' of the esthetic.
A tongue for boiling Is best fresh
He takes
Mrs. Nurlch Oh, yes!
pickle.
gets
every
from
one
he
his
time
the
tooth
Kill
Two Officers.
Tmlber Thieves
Tomatoes with the skin removed pulled. Stanford Chapparal.
Poledor Sanchez and and hollowed out then filled with
Estancia.
Herculana Chavez, both of Tajique, minced fish or chicken and a little
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pelleta regulate f
were shot and killed near Tajique, six mayonnaise, make a delicious relish. and invigorate stomach, liver and. bowels.
teen miles' west of here, where they
A good luncheon dish is made of the candy. Adv tiny granules, easy to take as
upon
papers
Dan macaroni and stewed tomatoes left
were sent to serve
Holiday and Joe McKinley, who are from the night before. Heat them over
Some things are better left unsaid.
said to have been getting timber from again together and serve, or pour into Every
breach of promise suit demonthe Tajique grant without permission a baking dish, cover with bread- strates that,
,
'
of the commissioners.
crumbs, and bake till brown.
Re-Elec- ts

was confined with smallpox for two or
three weeks. No other cases have developed in that community.
A. J. Loomis of Santa Fé has been

.

N.

s.

table-spoonfu-
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three-quarter-
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post-war- d
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Sugar-coate-
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice For Publication
Department of the interior, ;
ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Jan. 19,1914.
Notice is hereby given that Frank A
Roy, of Roy N.M. who on
made HE 7647 Se. No. 03768 fbr Lot 11,.
Section 3, Township 20, North Range
25 E. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make five

year proof, to estabiiih claim to the
land above describee!, before F 1Í.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M. pn the 13th day oi
April, 1914.

Claimant carnes as witnesses,

,

Juan Casuez.

Alcario. Griego,
Tomás Manzanares,
Fidel Montoya,
All of Roy,N. M.
Paz Valverde,

,

Register.

Notice

Jan. 171914.

Notice is hereby given tbatM'chael S
Berentz of Mills, N. M. who on
made HE 25767-07and Ad'l
S rial 010615 for NWi Sec 6 Twp 21N
Rg 26E and Lots 3&4 & Ej-Ssec.
31 Twp. 22 N. range 26 2, N.M.P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof to establish
claim to the land above described, before F H. Foster, U. S, Commissioner
at his office in Roy, N. M. on the 18
day of April 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Chas E Deaton,
Charles Waetherill
J E LaRue
AC Meikle,
N.
M.
of
all
Mills,
Paz Valverde,
Register
109

'
Department of the Interior.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N,. M,
'vM.
U.' S. Land Office at Clayton,
Jan 19, 1914.
Feb. 7, 1914,
Notice
is
hereby
given
that Frank O.
Notice is hereby given that Eduardo
M.
of
Seright,
who, on
Mills, if.
Martinez, of Sanchez, N. M. who on
010950
1910,
for
made HE, No
January 21, 1911, made HE serial Mar 29,
'
No. 012716, forEi-NE- i,
E SÜJ, Sec 11 NEJ & SEi' Section 34, Tcwrhir23, Modern Equipment,
Largest y
Coil in N. M
North, Range 28 " East, of N.
Wl-N& NWi SWi Sec, 12&NE
filed
M.
of
has
notice
Graduate
P.
meridian,
Nurses.
NEJ Sec 14, Twp. 17 N Rng 25E N.M.P
year
final
intention
make
three
to
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Drs. Noble & Doughty,
to make final three year proof, proof to establish claim to the land
:
N. M
to establish claim to the land above above described before F, H. Fotér, TUCUMCARI, :
Ú.
office,
U.
his
at
Commissioner,
S.
at
described,
fcefore
S.
F. H. Foster,, at. his Roy, New Mexico, on the 24 day of
office at Roy, N. M., ou the 21 day April, 1914. ,
'
Claimant names as witnesses
of April, 1914.
AbeC Proctor,'
Frank Goehri. '
Claimant names as. witnesses:
Ross Eaton,
R. L, Cross,
Jose De la Cruz Martinez
'
C. A. ARMOUR, Prop.
Mexico,
Luis Martinez, all of. Mills, New
Ramon, Martinez
New "Bath Room and up-t- o
Felipe Martinez,
Paz Valverde Register..
all of Sanchez. N. M.
date Fixtures.
Paz Valverde,
A modern Barber Shop.
Register.

Tucumcari Hospital
X-Ra-

Com-raissipn-

er

THE

BARBER SHOP

'

2--

Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Jan. 19 1914.
Notice is hereby given that James W
Kirksey, of Solano N M, who on Apr.
3, '11 made HE no 013059 for
and
Sec 35 Twp 18N,Rng 26E
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final three year proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before FH Foster, U. S.
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.M
on the 9th day of April, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J W Arnold
P J Laumbach.
Henry Stone,
DP Upton,
all of Solano, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Register.
.

SJ-NW-

SJ-NE-

J,

L

Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Jan 19 W.-Jan. 23 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Sarah
Notice is hereby given that Frank C L Myers of Roy, N M, who on
Metcalf, of Mills, N.M. who, on
made HE, Serial 07476 & Ad'l.
made HE ' No 435824 Serial 012851 012181 for NWi or Lots
Sec 3,
ots
for NJ NEi. and NJ NWi Section 21,
and 10.
Township ,22 N., Range 26 Eist Sec; 4, Twp, 20 N, Range 26 E, NMP
N. M- - P. Meridian, has filed notice of Meridian, has filed notice of. intention
Intention tó make Final three year to make thcee year proof, toestablish
Proof to establish claim' to the land claim to the land above described, beabove described, before F. H. Foster, fore F H Foster, U S Commissioner,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office, Roy at his office at Roy, N M, on the 14th
New Mexico, on the 16 day of April, day of April, 1914,
'
;v
1914.
claimant names as witnesses,
Ckimant names as witnesses:
John Schneider,
John W Scott
TJC jonrod , C.F Leonhard, G R Abernathy
OH Kerns
VO W Hewlett.
JraThetford,
All of Roy, N M,
.

-9

"

;

,

8

Mills, N,;M. .,
.Paz Valverde,
...Register.

Of

3-- 14

Depatment of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
'
Feb. 7, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Berryman
R. Reeder, of Roy, N, M, who on
mida HE Serial No. 011949,
&
f or N Ei N Wi Sec 24 Twp 20N Rg 27E
NMP M, has filed notice of intention
to make Final three year proof to es
tablish claim to thé land above described, before F. H. Foster, U S Commissioner at noy N. M.
on the 20th day ofApril 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,

M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

"

Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at layton, N

-

.

M,

Feb. 7, 1914

Notice is hereby given that Ida Ellei
Watson
of Roy, N M
who on 8 ll-'lmade HE Serial No.
011914 fo- and NJ-SSec.
4; Twp 19 N, Range 26 E, N M P,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before. FH Foster U S Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, N M, on the 20th
William King day of April 1914
James Hopper,
Hallo Warner,
Claimant names as witnesses-WJames W Johnsun
all of Roy, N,. M, .
H. Baum,
James S Baum, '
Paz Valverde,
George Cable,
Wm, S Morris,
Register.
All of Roy N M,
,
Paz Valverde,
Register
SJ-N-

.

.

m.

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M
Feb, 7, 1914.
given
that Jesse E.
hereby
is
Notice
who, on
M.
N.
Russel, of Mills,
y
1910
made HE No
16
Feb, 15
Serial No. 07421 & Adl No 011357 for
the SEi and SWi Sac. 34, Twp. 22 N
Range 26 E. N. M: P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
three vear proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F. H
Fostc, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M. on the 4th day of
1909-Ma-

-

May 1914

)

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N, M,
Feb. 7, 1914..
Notice is hereby given that Lee R.
Jackson, of Roy, N. M who, on Apr.
6, 1907 made HE Serial 0483Í No 16993
for NWI, Section 19, Township 20 N. Range 27 E.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final Five Year Proof to estab
lish claim to the land above described
before F .H. Foster, U.S.Commissoner
at his office in Roy, N. M., on the
.

N-M.- P.

4th

day of' May, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses;

Claimant names as witnesses:
Wm. Bowman,
J E La Rue CB FF Williams
John Wilkins,
Emerson
Wm. Hill
Herbert Mancle,
W ADaForc.i,
Roy,
All
N.
of
M.
Paz Valyerde
All of Mills, N. M.
PazValverd,
Register,
Paz Valverde,
Register
.

Krister.

Notice For Publication.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department oi the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at 'Clayton, N.

ROY

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,

Notice For Publication

all

Business Cards

.

Notice for Publication

Deparement of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, at Clayton, N. M.

-

NOTICE; FOR PUBLICATION,

Í

for Publication
,

"

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Notice For Publication

Jan. 19, 1914 Department of the Interior,
Jan. 241914.
Notice is hereby given that Annie May
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
Notice is hereby given that Joseph
Yarnell, of Mills, N.M. who on
Jan 19, 1914.
M Elder of Rjy, N. m who on
011913
made
No
HE
East
(EJ)
for
given that Juan
Half
hereby
&
20100
entry
Add'l
made HE,
Notice is
23
N
M who on Jan.
Section
Range
Township
20,
011203-0850- 6
N.
for SWi Sec 27,
casaus of Roy,
Sarial
26E.
has
filed
notice 5, 1911, made HE. No, 012641 for SEi &
N, M.P. Meridian,
and NWJ Sac 34, Twp. 21 N. Range
27 E N. M. P. Meridian has filed of intention to make' final three year SWi, Sec. 3, Twp.2flN,Rng,25E,NMP
notice of intention to make final threé proof, to establish claim to the land Meridian has filed notice of
year prof , to establish claim to the above described, before F. H. Foster, to make final three year proof, to estab
j,nd ,atove described, before F. H. U S. Commissioner, at his office at lish claim to the land above described,
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his offl Roy, N. M. on the 17 day of April, before F. H. Fóster, U. S. Commis..
sioner at his office at Roy, N. M. on
ce at Roy, N. M. on the 20th day of 1914.
'
Claimant names as witnesses:
April 1914:
the 22 day of April, 1914.
Mrs.
Nellie
Will
Fliess,
Schlitv
as
names
witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant
Ross
Eaton,
Ernest
Anton Kwiecien,
Moore
D
Parks,
P
Frank Sheltren,
J H Mitchell
:
N,
M.
Mills,
All
of
Alearlo Griego,
Bpq R Steward,
J W Woodward
Trinidad McGrath
Paz Valverde,
:
All ot Roy, N, M.
All of Roy, N. M.
Registerr
Paz Valverde
Paz Valverde,
'
Register.
Register.
8
.

.

,

,

2--
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Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land office at Clayton, N. M.
--Feb.
7, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Richard
R Johnson of. Mills N. M. who, on
Jan, ' 5, 1909, made HE No. 02633,
i,
SWi, SEi & SEi-S- Wi
for
Section 3, Township 21 North,
Range .25 E. N. M. P, Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
fivt year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F.H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office át Roy,N. M. on the 4 day,
of May, 1914.
.
Claimant names as witnesses:
M S Bentley,
Charles E Deaton
Oral O Deaton,
Geo. Bough
All of Mills, N.M.
Paz Valverde,
,
Register,
Ni-SE-

